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Changes in phenology are often cited as a key biotic impact of climate change. 
Consequently, understanding the major environmental cues and responses to those 
cues in different species is important for making predictions about the future impacts 
and ecological implications of changing phenology. In this thesis, I set out to explore the 
phenological cues, mechanisms of response to temperature and the potential for 
interacting species to experience phenological mismatch in a range of UK plants. To do 
this, I utilised phenological records from two citizen science schemes; the well-
established Nature’s Calendar, which collects observations for the UK Phenology 
Network (UKPN), and Track a Tree, a novel project I set up specifically to examine the 
phenology of interacting plant species in UK woodlands. 
I first assessed the ability of plasticity to track shifts in the optimum phenology for 22 
plant species. I employed a statistical approach to estimate the plasticity and 
temperature sensitivity of the phenological optimum for leafing and flowering dates 
obtained from the UKPN. In identifying the most important cues I found that all species 
are sensitive to spring forcing temperatures, with plastic responses ranging from -3 to  
-8 days °C-1. Chilling temperatures in autumn/winter and photoperiod were important 
in species with early and late phenology, respectively. In seven species, plasticity was 
sufficient to track geographic variation in the optimum phenology. In four species, 
plasticity did not track the optimum, which is consistent with clinal local adaptation to 
temperature, and which could place phenology under directional selection in a 
changing climate. I then performed a phylogenetic comparative analysis on the median 
phenology and estimates of plasticity and local adaptation for the 22 species analysed 
previously. I found that phenological event (leafing or flowering) and growth form 
(woody or herbaceous perennial) predicted plasticity in phenological response. These 
traits may help inform future predictions of phenological responses to temperature. In 
contrast, the median date of phenology and clinal local adaptation over latitude were 
not predicted by any of the ecological traits considered.  
I next used records from the Track a Tree project to examine the relative phenology of 
canopy tree and understorey flowering species across UK woodlands. I found that first 
leafing and peak flowering of focal species pairs were correlated over space, and that 
the time between canopy leafing and the ground flora flowering (relative phenology) 




spatially consistent, but for a native versus non-native tree species pair the relationship 
varied over space (with a slope close to 0). If temperature-mediated plasticity 
determines these species’ phenology, my results suggest understorey flowering may be 
able to track canopy leafing in future, maintaining shading interactions. Finally, I used 
the Track a Tree data to partition the variance in phenology for seven tree species, and 
test what predicts variation in oak and birch. I found that the contributors to variance 
differ among tree species, with spatial variables important, and within site variance 
low, for all species except sycamore. The low intraspecific within-site variance suggests 
that some species may have a limited capacity for phenological buffering. These 
findings contribute to understanding what impacts on the phenological distribution of 
different species, an important requirement for assessing the phenological buffering of 
mismatch. 
In this thesis, I broadened the range of approaches that can be used to understand plant 
phenology in a changing climate. I demonstrated the value of employing novel 
statistical methods to analyse existing phenology data and the utility of hypothesis 
driven citizen science for predicting phenological shifts and the subsequent ecological 





The seasonal timing of growth and development in plants and animals is called 
phenology, and includes events such as the flowering of plants and the nesting of birds. 
Changes in the timing of phenological events are recognised as one of the key biological 
impacts of climate change. To understand and predict how these changes will affect 
species in future, we need to know how phenology responds to aspects of the 
environment such as temperature. In this work, I explored the role of temperature on 
the flowering and leafing times of a range of UK plants, as well as examining how 
changes to their phenology could affect other species that they interact with. To do this, 
I used phenological records from two citizen science schemes; the well-established 
Nature’s Calendar, which collects observations for the UK Phenology Network (UKPN), 
and Track a Tree, a new project I set up to specifically monitor interacting plant species 
in UK woodlands. 
The phenological optimum is the timing that will lead to the most successful growth 
and reproduction, and it depends on environmental conditions such as temperature. If 
long-term temperatures change, it might alter the optimum timing for plants to 
produce leaves and flowers. I first tested whether 22 plant species would be able to 
keep up with changes in their optimum phenological timing that might arise as a 
consequence of climate change. I identified the most important cues for leafing or 
flowering spring events in these species. All species were sensitive to the warming 
temperatures of spring, and I found that their spring events would get earlier by 
between 3-8 days for each 1°C increase in temperature. For some species, cooler 
temperatures in autumn or winter, or day-length, were also important cues. I found 
that seven species are likely to be able to keep up with, or track, future changes in their 
optimum timing, but four species will not be able to track the rate of change. The 
remaining 11 species did not show a consistent pattern, so I could not draw any 
conclusions about their ability to keep up with their optimum timing. 
For the same 22 species, I then tested whether they had any characteristics that could 
help predict how their phenology responds to temperature. I found that the ability to 
keep up with different temperatures depends on whether the event type is flowering or 
leafing, and whether the plant is a woody or herbaceous perennial. These traits may 
help make predictions about how the phenology of different species with similar traits 




The Track a Tree project was set up to examine the effect of shading on the competition 
for light between canopy trees and flowering plants in woodlands. Participants collect 
unique phenology observations of plant species that interact with one another. I used 
records from the Track a Tree project to examine the relative timing of canopy tree 
leafing and the flowering of ground flora species in UK woodlands. I found that first 
leafing and peak flowering of several trees and flowering plants was consistent across 
the UK. For example, wood anemone peak flowering was around 22 days earlier than 
the first leafing of oak trees wherever they occurred. The timing of oaks versus birch, 
and oaks versus ash, was also consistent across the UK, but was different in different 
places for oak versus the non-native species, sycamore. In colder parts of the UK, oak 
leafing happens later, but sycamore leafing is very similar all over the UK. These results 
suggest that the flowering of species on the woodland floor may be able to track canopy 
leafing times of native tree species in future conditions, this would maintain patterns of 
shading and competition for light in woodlands. Finally, I used the Track a Tree data to 
test how variable tree leafing phenology is, both for different tree species and the same 
species in different woodlands. I found that tree leafing varies by different extents for 
different species, but there was little variation observed within a species in the same 
woodland. This means that species that depend on the leafing of woodland trees, such 
as caterpillars, only have a narrow window of opportunity to interact with them during 
spring. This finding will help us understand how the leafing of different trees will affect 
species they interact with in future.  
In this work, I have broadened the range of approaches that can be used to understand 
plant phenology in a changing climate. Using new statistical methods and question-
driven citizen science may continue to improve predictions of how phenological shifts 
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1.1 Climate change and phenology 
Climate change influences different biological processes through the impacts of 
changing abiotic conditions such as temperature, precipitation and ocean acidification 
(Walther et al. 2002; Parmesan 2006; Settele et al. 2014), and may in turn affect the 
fitness and survival of many species (Hoffmann & Sgrò 2011; Chevin, Collins & Lefèvre 
2013). The most commonly recorded biotic impacts of climate change are shifts in the 
phenological timing of numerous taxa (Fitter & Fitter 2002; Parmesan & Yohe 2003; 
Thackeray et al. 2010), and latitudinal and altitudinal range shifts (Root et al. 2003; 
Perry et al. 2005; Hickling et al. 2006; Chen et al. 2011; Devictor et al. 2012). Climate 
change may also impact species through changes to disease (Harvell et al. 2002; Garrett 
et al. 2006; Bruno et al. 2007; Rohr & Raffel 2010), recruitment success (Durant et al. 
2005) and species interactions (Menéndez et al. 2008; Schweiger et al. 2008). 
A variety of approaches have been taken to projecting the fates of species under climate 
change, whether through modelling species distributions based on changes to their 
inferred climatic niche (e.g. Engler et al. 2011) or examining the impact species 
interactions may have on abundance and distributions (Brooker et al. 2007; Van der 
Putten, Macel & Visser 2010). Phenological change is an important aspect of species’ 
response to climate, and is strongly linked to temperature. Timing influences the 
growth and reproduction of individuals within a population and therefore shifts in 
phenology may have fitness consequences (Gienapp, Reed & Visser 2014). This is 
particularly important in temperate plant species, as the timing of vegetative growth 
and flowering determines the environmental conditions (e.g. early year frosts), and the 
biotic interactions (e.g. availability of pollinators), that individuals will be exposed to 
(Durant et al. 2005, 2007; Miller-Rushing et al. 2010). The fitness consequences of 
phenology could influence future species distributions (Chuine 2010) and the invasion 
success of exotic species, especially in terrestrial plants (Wolkovich & Cleland 2011). 
The combined effects of phenological change on fitness and other ecological processes, 
such as soil nutrient cycles (Nord & Lynch 2009), will inform the future impacts of a 
changing climate on community structure and function. A fuller understanding of 
interspecific differences in how climate influences phenological response will also aid 
our ability to predict the consequences of phenological shifts on populations (Buckley 
& Kingsolver 2011) and the associated impacts on species distributions (Chuine 2010). 
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Changes in phenology that are thought to be a response to changing climate variables 
have been well documented across different ecosystems and many taxa (e.g. Menzel et 
al. 2006a; Parmesan 2006; Cook et al. 2012a, b). Phenological shifts are changes in the 
timing of phenological events over time and have been associated with warming 
temperature trends (Root et al. 2003; Menzel et al. 2006a; Menéndez 2007; Devictor et 
al. 2008). Examples of earlier spring events and an extended growing season at high 
latitudes include earlier flowering in plants (Fitter & Fitter 2002; Amano et al. 2010; 
Cook et al. 2012b); earlier migration and laying dates in birds (Cotton 2003; Both et al. 
2004; Hurlbert & Liang 2012); earlier nesting at higher latitudes in sea turtles (Mazaris 
et al. 2013); earlier emergence in Lepidoptera (Roy & Sparks 2000; Stefanescu, 
Penuelas & Filella 2003; Dell, Sparks & Dennis 2005; O’Neill et al. 2012); and earlier 
fruiting in fungi (Kauserud et al. 2010). Species that delay their spring phenology and 
those that do not exhibit a directional response, have also been identified (e. g. Cook et 
al. 2012). Phenological events at other times of the year and those outside of arctic and 
temperate regions have been less well studied (Gallinat, Primack & Wagner 2015), 
however there are examples of shifting autumnal events in temperate areas(Ibáñez et 
al. 2010; Fridley 2012). Autumn phenology may be affected by spring phenology 
(Keenan & Richardson 2015) and in turn affect the subsequent spring, as sequential 
events can be constrained by development (Wolkovich & Ettinger 2014). 
 
1.2 Temperate deciduous woodland 
Temperate deciduous woodlands are some of the most common plant communities in 
the UK and support a range of biodiversity (e.g. Southwood et al. 1979, 1986). 
Understanding the influence of warming temperatures on their phenology will shed 
light on how woodlands will fare under climate change (Polgar & Primack 2011). In 
such seasonal systems, phenology impacts on growth and reproduction in different 
species (e.g. Emborg 1998), and influences the availability of resources, for example, 
the flowering phenology of woodland herbs has a short-lived spring peak to benefit 
from high light levels (Whigham 2004), and determines the biotic interactions that 
occur in the community (e.g. Schemske et al. 1978; van Asch & Visser 2007; Kudo et al. 
2008). Such interactions could become mismatched if there are interspecific 
differences in climate related phenological shifts (e.g. Both et al. 2009). Intraspecific 
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variation in phenology may be able to buffer such mismatches within a population, or 
over space, if not all individuals experience the same degree of phenological shift. 
The vegetative phenology of woodland communities is usually ordered by competition 
for light, progressing through herbaceous ground flora species, shrubs and canopy 
trees (Salisbury 1921). Canopy shading limits light at the woodland floor (Anderson 
1964) and thus influences growth and reproduction in herbs (Blackman & Rutter 1946; 
Whigham 2004; Dahlgren, von Zeipel & Ehrlen 2007) and woody species (Augspurger, 
Cheeseman & Salk 2005). The composition of the understorey can be affected by light 
availability (Sparks et al. 1996; Thomsen, Svenning & Balslev 2005), and light 
influences the distribution and density of ground flora species, such as bluebells 
(Blackman & Rutter 1946). Understorey plants in woodlands may be structured 
according to their shade tolerance (Sparling 1967; Henry & Aarssen 1997), and light 
availability can affect fitness via seed set (Kudo et al. 2008), and population growth rate 
(Valverde & Silvertown 1998), in herbs, and regeneration in woody species (Emborg 
1998). 
By understanding the effect of spring temperatures on different plant species, we will 
be better able to project their response to future temperature change, and gain insight 
into how ecological communities such as woodlands may be affected. To project the 
future phenological responses of species or populations we need to i) identify the 
phenological cues involved, ii) estimate the plastic response to a change in 
temperature, iii) identify the contribution that adaptation will need to make, and iv) 
infer the degree to which phenological species interactions may be maintained or 
disrupted. 
 
1.3 Phenological cues 
Plant phenology is strongly influenced by environmental cues, particularly temperature 
and photoperiod (Rathcke & Lacey 1985; Tooke & Battey 2010; Polgar & Primack 
2011). Phenological shifts as a result of climate warming may lead to advances (e.g. 
Fitter & Fitter 2002) or delays (e.g. Yu, Luedeling, & Xu 2010) in event occurrence.  
Much of the evidence for the importance of different cues in plant phenology comes 
from experiments that manipulate temperature and light conditions (e.g. Caffarra & 
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Donnelly 2011). Temperatures may act as a cue at different times of the year, with 
forcing (via thermal accumulation) and chilling effects recognised as important to 
stimulate tissue development and break dormancy, respectively (Polgar & Primack 
2011). Strong correlations between spring temperatures and phenological events 
provide evidence of when forcing temperatures are important (e.g. Sparks et al. 2000; 
Thackeray et al. 2016). The role of photoperiod is less well understood, with its 
importance as a cue for tree leafing still debated. Some studies suggest that it is a 
particularly important cue in late successional species (Basler & Körner 2012, 2014), 
while others have found that chilling effects may outweigh the influence of photoperiod 
(Laube et al. 2014). It may be that the interplay between photoperiod and temperature 
cues is complex (Vitasse & Basler 2013) and varies among species. Photoperiod has 
also been shown to act as a cue in non-woody species, including herbs (Kudoh, Ishiguri 
& Kawano 1995; Chew et al. 2012) and grasses (Hay 1990). 
In the context of a changing climate, it is especially important to identify the role of 
temperature, and several methods have been used to model its influence (reviewed in 
Cleland et al. 2007; Chuine et al. 2013; Zhao et al. 2013). There is evidence that chilling, 
forcing and photoperiod cues vary among species (e.g. Morin et al. 2009; Basler & 
Körner 2012, 2014; Laube et al. 2014), but there remains a dearth of knowledge about 
how they differ across a wide range of plants because much of the existing work has 
been conducted on trees. In order to improve projections of phenological responses it 
is therefore important to broaden the range of plant species for which we have model 
estimates of the most important temperature and photoperiod cues.  
 
1.4 Plasticity and adaptation 
Temperature varies in space and time and this may generate variation in the optimal 
timing (i.e. that which maximises growth and successful reproduction under amenable 
environmental conditions). Phenology also varies over both space and time (e.g. Menzel 
et al. 2006; Tooke & Battey 2010; Polgar & Primack 2011; Hurlbert & Liang 2012), 
arising via plasticity and adaptation (Anderson et al. 2012), which are ways in which a 
population can track the optimum. Phenological plasticity with respect to temperature 
describes the ability of a single genotype or individual to exhibit a different phenology 
at different temperatures. Adaptation to temperature through natural selection leads to 
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genetic change to the mean phenology of a population, with adaptation over space 
known as local adaptation. Throughout this work adaptation will be used to imply 
genetic change. 
Theory suggests that populations able to track changes in the optimum phenology via 
plasticity do not require adaptation to future conditions such as temperature changes 
(Chevin, Lande & Mace 2010). A population that is unable to track the optimum via 
plasticity and needs to adapt in order to do so will be at greater risk of extinction if it 
has insufficient additive genetic variation, and thus fails to adapt. Relatively few 
attempts have been made to disentangle the contributions of plasticity and adaptation 
in the ability to track optimum phenology (but see examples exploring passerine 
phenology in Gienapp et al. 2013; Vedder et al. 2013; Phillimore et al. 2016). 
Integrating evolutionary processes into predictions of species response has been 
identified as an important way to improve projections of the fates of populations 
(Chevin et al. 2010), as well as the assessment of broader climate change impacts on 
biodiversity (McMahon et al. 2011).  
Plasticity is an important mechanism in plant responses to changing temperature 
(Nicotra et al. 2010). Plasticity can itself be adaptive, with similar plastic reaction 
norms in different populations (Palacio-López et al. 2015), although there is limited 
evidence for this in plants (van Kleunen & Fischer 2005; De Kort et al. 2015). Plasticity 
may be an important factor in short term plant persistence under climate change, as in 
other taxa where it does not perfectly track a shifting optimum, adaptive plasticity has 
been found to act as a buffer to rapid environmental change through partial tracking 
(Kovach-Orr & Fussmann 2013; Phillimore et al. 2016). It may also provide longer-lived 
species with the opportunity for genetic adaptation through ensuring their short term 
persistence (Nicotra et al. 2010). Temperature-mediated plasticity in the spring 
phenological responses of temperate plants has been documented in a number of ways, 
including longitudinal studies of individual trees (Vitasse et al. 2010), geographic 
transplants of trees (Kramer 1995) and manipulative experiments on various plant 
species (Franks, Weber & Aitken 2014). Recent modelling work suggests that plasticity 
contributes substantially to spatial as well as temporal variation in leafing times of 
Quercus robur in response to temperature (Phillimore et al. 2013).  
Relatively few studies have examined adaptation in phenology over time, but there is 
some evidence of rapid evolutionary changes in flowering of members of the 
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Brassicaceae (Franks, Sim & Weis 2007; Franks & Weis 2008; Anderson et al. 2012). 
Other work has highlighted evidence of local adaptation along spatial environmental 
gradients in various tree species (Alberto et al. 2013). Recent reviews have examined 
the evidence for evolutionary responses to climate change, and describe numerous 
examples of plasticity to temperature in terrestrial plants (Donnelly et al. 2012; Franks 
et al. 2014). Fewer studies were found to provide evidence of genetic adaptation to 
temperature (but see Alberto et al. 2013).  
Understanding interspecific differences in the influence of plasticity and adaptation on 
the phenology of temperate plants will improve projections of how populations may 
fare under climate change. For example, if certain species require adaptation in order 
to track the optimum they may be more likely to struggle. Differences in how the 
populations of interacting species in woodland communities may respond could also 
shed light on whether existing species interactions may face changes.  
 
1.5 Species interactions and phenological mismatch 
Species interactions that are dependent on synchronous phenological timing could 
become mismatched if there is variation in the degree of phenological shift among 
different species, or individuals of the same species (Cushing 1990; Durant et al. 2007). 
Such mismatches may impact on demography and population dynamics (Miller-
Rushing et al. 2010). Examples of increasing mismatch include the relationships 
between a lily, Erythronium grandiflorum and its pollinator community (Thomson 
2010); a pollinating butterfly, Pieris rapae and Prunus tree species flowering (Doi, 
Gordo & Katano 2008); and a tri-trophic food chain of oak (Quercus robur), winter moth 
(Opheroptera brumata) and great tit (Parus major) (Visser & Both 2005). Other work 
has reviewed a wider range of potentially interacting species and found differences in 
the degree of phenological shift between particular species (Visser & Both 2005; 
Burkle, Marlin & Knight 2013) or at broad trophic levels (Thackeray et al. 2010). In 
contrast, the rates of phenological change in some pollinators and insect pollinated 
plants have been similar, implying that the degree of matching in some systems is 
unchanging (Hegland et al. 2009; Bartomeus et al. 2011). 
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In forest communities, phenology affects the fitness of leaf feeding herbivores, and any 
mismatch between the leafing of host trees and emergence of caterpillars can seriously 
affect caterpillar growth and survival (van Asch & Visser 2007; Foster, Townsend & 
Mladenoff 2013). Chemical leaf defence also affects the fitness of such herbivores and 
narrows their window of optimum synchrony (Tikkanen & Julkunen-Tiitto 2003). Tree-
dependent herbivores may be particularly affected, since trees can exhibit great 
phenological plasticity and may respond to different phenological cues to their 
herbivore community, as climate sensitivity potentially varies among trophic levels 
(Thackeray et al. 2016). Understanding the effect of asynchrony on tree-herbivore 
interactions has an important application, as it may help predict disturbances caused 
by tree pest species and plan forest management strategies under altered climatic 
conditions. For example, recent modelling suggests that gypsy moth (Lymantria dispar 
L.) population expansion may be limited by increasing asynchrony with forest 
phenology in the US (Foster et al. 2013).  
A variety of studies have examined other interacting woodland species across trophic 
levels, for example, plant-pollinator networks have been shown to be sensitive to 
phenological shifts (Kudo et al. 2008; Burkle et al. 2013). Less attention has been given 
to the disruption of other phenological interactions, such as those within trophic levels. 
Such intraguild interactions may also be at risk of mismatch under a changing climate 
(Brooker 2006; Miller-Rushing et al. 2010), which could affect processes important for 
community dynamics, such as competition (Nakazawa & Doi 2012) and intraguild 
predation (Revilla, Encinas-Viso & Loreau 2014). Some studies have shown increased 
intraguild predation as a result of shifting phenologies amongst frogs and newts 
(Walther et al. 2002), salamanders (Anderson et al. 2015) and dragonflies (Rasmussen, 
Van Allen & Rudolf 2014). There is also evidence for intraguild competition for 
resources being affected, such as for nesting sites in penguins (Lynch et al. 2012) and 
for abiotic resources and pollination in a plant community (CaraDonna, Iler & Inouye 
2014). It is therefore clear that intraguild interactions may provide insights into the 
effects of phenological shifts on community structure (e.g. via competition) and 
community level responses to climate change. Nevertheless, the potential for mismatch 
in competitive intraguild relationships among plants remains underexplored; despite, 
for example, the recognition that canopy leafing in woodlands affects the competition 
for light and can constrain phenology in understorey herbs (Whigham 2004; Dahlgren 
et al. 2007). 
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In order to predict future phenological match or mismatch in community interactions, 
it is necessary to understand the phenological response of the different species 
involved. Each species may respond to different phenological cues, exhibit different 
plasticity or be able to adapt or disperse at different speeds. The opportunity for 
species to interact with one another is also dependent on the overlap of the distribution 
of phenological events in different populations (Miller-Rushing et al. 2010), rather than 
the central tendency or first date; measures that are often used in studies of 
phenological mismatch (e.g. Doi et al. 2008). Variance in the distribution of 
phenological events in a population may also help buffer important species 
interactions, such as pollination (e.g. Forrest & Thomson 2010). It is therefore 
necessary to identify the cues, contributions of plasticity and adaptation, and the 
variance in phenological responses to make more accurate phenological predictions. 
Integrating knowledge of species interactions driven by phenology into projections of 
species abundances and geographic distributions will improve our overall 
understanding of the ecological consequences of climate-driven ecological change (Van 
der Putten et al. 2010). 
 
1.6 Tools for studying phenology 
1.6.1 Citizen science 
Integrating large scale data into models will improve predictions of changing 
phenology (Morisette et al. 2009), and one of the most effective ways of obtaining such 
data is through citizen science (Mayer 2010; Dickinson, Zuckerberg & Bonter 2010; 
Dickinson et al. 2012; Amano, Lamming & Sutherland 2016). Phenology lends itself 
very well to citizen science recording, as encountering seasonal change is part of our 
everyday lives. Internationally, there are various schemes that record phenological data 
for different taxa (See Table 1 for selected examples); these include Project Budburst in 
the US and eBird, which covers the globe.  
  




Table 1. A selection of phenology based citizen science projects from around the globe. 


















USA Plants, mammals, fish, reptiles, 
amphibians, birds, insects 
Nature’s Calendar 
www.naturescalendar.org.uk/  
UK Plants, fungi, insects, birds, 
amphibians  
















In the UK, phenology recording has a long history, from Robert Marsham’s 27 
‘indications of spring’, which he and his descendants recorded between 1736 and 1947 
on his Norfolk estate; to The Royal Meteorological Society’s national phenology 
recording scheme that ran between 1875 and 1947. Building upon this foundation of 
long-term data sets, the UK Phenology Network (UKPN) was set up in 1998 by the 
Centre for Ecology and Hydrology, and The Woodland Trust became the network’s 
custodian of historic and modern phenology observations in 2000. 
Nature’s Calendar, the scheme that collects phenology data for the UKPN, now has over 
16 years of data from across the UK. This scheme records observations of spring and 
autumn phenology in a range of common plants, insects, birds, amphibians and fungi. 
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Events include first leafing, flowering and leaf fall in plants, first sighting of insects and 
migratory birds, first frogspawn and first fungi fruiting bodies. These data have been 
analysed in various studies and work published on shifting first flowering dates 
(Amano et al. 2010); climatic niche conservatism (Amano et al. 2014); asynchronous 
phenological change across trophic levels (Thackeray et al. 2010, 2016); and, the 
contribution of plasticity and local adaptation to the phenology of the common frog, the 
orange tip butterfly, garlic mustard, cuckooflower and pedunculate oak (Phillimore et 
al. 2010, 2012, 2013). 
While existing work has contributed a great deal to understanding the cues and 
processes affecting phenology in the UK, the data collected by the UKPN is deficient in 
some aspects. For instance, the phenology of interacting species is not monitored 
directly, limiting opportunities for in-depth analysis of phenological interactions. The 
risk of phenological mismatch is dependent on the overlap of the phenological 
distributions of interacting species (Miller-Rushing et al. 2010), which cannot be 
assessed using UKPN observations that are based upon the first date of events. To learn 
something about the full phenological distribution, phenological observations for 
multiple individuals in a population are required. In addition, to quantify phenological 
variation within and between individuals requires repeat monitoring of the same 
individual organism, and this information is not currently captured by Nature’s 
Calendar. Projects such as Nature’s Notebook in the USA and PlantWatch in Canada 
advocate monitoring the same plant throughout multiple phenophases, but this 
approach has so far been lacking in UK phenology monitoring. Greater collaboration 
between research and citizen science communities could help address such 
shortcomings in citizen science collected data (Theobald et al. 2015). 
 
1.6.2 Space-for-time substitution 
To understand possible future changes in phenological response, some methods rely on 
projections based on historical responses to varying conditions. However, temporal 
data are often lacking and space-for-time substitution can be employed when a range of 
environmental conditions, including temperature, are experienced by a species over its 
range. Assuming that conditions have remained relatively similar across multiple 
millennia, biotic patterns over space may be informative about processes at 
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equilibrium. Observations across environmental gradients (e.g. over latitudes) can 
therefore indicate phenological responses under different conditions, which can be 
used as a substitute for projected future climates (Dunne et al. 2004).  
Using short-term space-for-time substitution to predict phenology is simplest when 
species respond solely via plasticity (Phillimore et al. 2013). Where there is evidence of 
local adaptation in populations, space may be a prediction of a longer term 
evolutionary response (Phillimore et al. 2010). Where biotic interactions are studied, 
space-for-time substitution may only be applicable to part of the interaction, 
illustrating the difficulty of making meaningful predictions. For example, evidence of 
local adaptation in orange-tip butterfly (Anthocharis cardamines) phenology, but not in 
its host plant species Cardamine pratensis and Alliaria petiolata, means that using 
space-for-time to model phenological response is only acceptable for the hosts 
(Phillimore et al. 2012). More recently, statistical methods to estimate how optimal 
phenologies change as the environment changes (termed the environmental sensitivity 
of selection, B, by Chevin et al. 2010), using large spatial data sets have been developed 
(Hadfield 2016). This is particularly useful due to the difficulty of obtaining data to 
estimate B over time, therefore spatial data can be used in lieu of temporal data. Using 
the relationship between temperature and optimum phenology to project future 
phenological responses assumes that the relationship between temperature and 
optimum timing is the same over space and time. This approach was used to infer that 
plasticity may be able to track shifts in optimum nesting phenology in passerines 
(Phillimore et al. 2016). Applying the same methods to spatial phenology data from 
citizen science schemes would enable estimates of B (inferred on the basis of clinal 
local adaptation) to be made for a greater number of species across different taxa. 
 
1.6.3 Comparative analyses 
Analysing citizen science data and using space-for-time substitution can shed light on 
the phenological cues, responses, and potential for mismatch in species for which 
phenology data is available. In order to make inferences for a wider range of species for 
which data are unavailable, comparative approaches can assess whether phylogenetic 
signal or certain traits predict such cues or responses (Buckley & Kingsolver 2011; Pau 
et al. 2011). 
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Currently, phylogenetic relationships have been found in phenological responses to 
temperature (Willis et al. 2008; Davis et al. 2010; Mazer et al. 2013), and it has been 
suggested that such phylogenetic signal is a conserved response to abiotic cues (Davies 
et al. 2013), although this has not been explicitly tested. There have been some 
attempts to use plant traits as a predictor of phenological responses (e.g. Jia et al. 2011; 
Hensel & Sargent 2012; Panchen et al. 2014); however, such studies have not 
specifically explored cue use.  
Phylogenetic patterns in the ability of plant phenology to track short-term variation in 
temperature (likely reflecting plasticity) have been found and linked to extinction risk 
in Thoreau’s Woods (Willis et al. 2008). Phylogenetic signal in plastic responses has 
also been found in plant communities in the USA and UK (Davis et al. 2010), and there 
is evidence that taxonomic families which flower early in the year advance most in 
response to warming temperatures (Mazer et al. 2013). Phylogenetic signal in 
evolutionary response to temperature may not have been examined directly, but a 
study that suggested flowering time shift could reflect an evolutionary response found 
no signal (Davis et al. 2010), although the assumption that it indicates an evolutionary 
response, and not plasticity is questionable. Where plastic phenological responses to 
temperature in non-native species are similar to those of native communities, it may 
cause phylogenetically biased patterns of success (Davis et al. 2010), and similar 
flowering shifts in closely related species could affect gene flow and pollination (Miller-
Rushing et al. 2007).  
With respect to plant traits, growth form (Iversen et al. 2009), seed size (Jia et al. 2011) 
and pollination strategy (Fitter & Fitter 2002) have been shown to predict the date of 
phenological events. Few attempts have been made to test whether traits can predict 
plasticity or adaptation in phenological response, yet understanding this could help 
predict the potential for future evolutionary responses to climate change (Franks et al. 
2014).  
  




The overall aim of this thesis is to help guide predictions about how UK plant species 
will fare under climate change. To do this I address a series of specific aims about 
phenological variation across two distinct strands. 
Macroecological analyses 
These analyses will use data for 22 UK species provided by the UKPN and weather data 
from the UK Met Office. Phenological records from the ‘Nature’s Calendar’ scheme and 
interpolated daily mean temperatures will be analysed using a mixed modelling 
approach to address the following aims: 
i) To determine the temperature and photoperiod cues that best 
predict phenological events in different UK plant species. 
 
ii) To establish whether plasticity will be able to keep up with changes 
in the optimum phenology for these species. 
Estimates of plasticity and clinal local adaptation from these analyses will then be used 
in a comparative analysis to test: 
iii) Whether plant traits predict variation in median phenology, 
plasticity and non-clinal local adaptation across species. 
 
iv) Whether there is a phylogenetic signal in different aspects of the 
phenological response. 
Track a Tree 
The Track a Tree citizen science scheme was developed as part of this thesis. It 
gathered phenological records for individual trees and their associated understorey 
flowering plants in order to address the following aims: 
v) To determine whether the relative phenology of woodland trees and 
selected ground flora species is correlated and spatially consistent. 
 
vi) To identify the sources that contribute to phenological variation in 








The roles of plasticity and microevolution in tracking 








Changes in phenology are a key biotic impact of climate change, and as a consequence 
of changing temperatures the optimum phenology for temperate plants may shift. The 
fates of populations can be projected if the shift in the optimum, and the ability of 
plasticity to track this optimum, can be quantified. Here I used a statistical method to 
estimate the temperature-sensitivity of the phenological optimum and plasticity. I 
applied this approach to the first leafing and flowering dates of 22 UK plant species 
collected via the Nature’s Calendar citizen science project, which contributes 
observations to the UK Phenology Network (UKPN). I found that all species were 
sensitive to forcing temperatures, with plastic responses to forcing ranging between -3 
and -8 days°C-1. Chilling temperatures and photoperiod tended to be important cues for 
species with early and late phenology, respectively. For most species I found that 
plasticity was adaptive and for seven species plasticity was sufficient to track 
geographic variation in the optimum phenology, suggesting they may adjust well to 
changing temperatures. In four species plasticity did not track the optimum, which is 
consistent with clinal local adaptation to temperature and could place the phenology of 
these species under directional selection in a changing climate. For the remaining 
species, the results were inconsistent and no conclusions could be drawn about the 
degree to which plasticity may track their optimum phenology. 
  




Shifts in phenology are among the most widely reported ecological responses to 
changing climate across different ecosystems and taxa (Walther et al. 2002; Parmesan 
& Yohe 2003; Settele et al. 2014). For temperate plants, the timing of spring events, 
such as leafing and flowering have been especially well-recorded by both professional 
and citizen scientists, and analysis of the resultant longitudinal datasets reveals that as 
temperatures have risen spring phenology has advanced in many species (Fitter & 
Fitter 2002; Amano et al. 2010). Some of the advancement in phenology will be due to 
microevolutionary change (Franks et al. 2014), but direct, plastic responses to a 
changing climate probably dominate (Nicotra et al. 2010). Temperate plants often 
exhibit pronounced temperature-mediated plasticity in their spring phenology, as 
documented via longitudinal studies of individuals (Vitasse et al. 2010, 
www.trackatree.org.uk), geographic transplants (Kramer 1995) and experimental 
approaches (Franks et al. 2014). 
Plastic phenological responses to a changing climate are often thought to be adaptive. 
Consequently, the observed advance in phenology strongly suggests that the optimal 
phenology has advanced as the climate has warmed. However, little information is 
available as to whether observed phenologies are advancing at the same rate as optimal 
phenologies, and what the demographic consequences of any shortfall are (see Wilczek 
et al. 2014 for an exception). This paucity of information reflects the difficulty in 
measuring how optimal phenologies change per unit change in the environment; 
termed the environmental sensitivity of selection (B) by Chevin et al. (2010). 
The standard approach for estimating B requires that the phenology-fitness surface be 
estimated in several different environments, and the relationship between the fitness 
peak and the driving aspect(s) of the environment characterised (Chevin, Visser & 
Tufto 2015). The logistical challenge this poses is unfortunate given the importance of 
B in estimating the maximum rate of environmental change under which a population 
can persist (Chevin et al. 2010). In the context of climate change and temperature, B can 
be taken to map temporal changes in a temperature cue to temporal changes in the 
optimal phenology. However, in a spatial context B also maps spatial changes in the 
temperature cue to spatial changes in the optimal phenology. In a simple model where 
temperature varies clinally (with, for example, latitude) and phenotypic optimums 
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depend linearly on temperature, spatial differences in the observed phenology would 
quickly equilibrate to spatial differences in the optimal phenology, if there is no spatial 
variation in population density and dispersal is symmetric (Felsenstein 1977; Slatkin 
1978). This means the spatial relationship between phenology and the temperature cue 
could be used as an estimator of B. When spatial changes in temperature also have a 
stochastic component then this estimator is biased towards zero, but an unbiased 
estimator of B can be obtained from the ratio of the rate at which phenology changes 
with latitude with the rate at which the temperature cue changes with latitude 
(Hadfield 2016). Where the environment of selection and development (the cue) are 
the same, this estimate of B will correspond to the optimal slope of phenology on 
temperature. If the correlation between the two environments is < 1, this estimate of B 
will correspond to the optimal phenological response to the environment of 
development, which is shallower than the optimal phenological response to the 
environment of selection (Tufto 2015). Where the correlation between the 
environment of development and selection is the same over time as it is over space, the 
spatially-derived estimate of B will represent the optimal phenological response to 
year-to-year variation in the environment of development (Hadfield 2016). 
Regression-based estimation of B from observational data relies on the correct 
phenological cue(s) having been identified. In most temperate plants the primary 
drivers of spring phenology are temperature and photoperiod (Rathcke & Lacey 1985; 
Polgar & Primack 2011), though the relative importance of these cues will vary among 
species (Laube et al. 2014) and continues to be a source of disagreement (Chuine, 
Morin & Bugmann 2010; Körner & Basler 2010). Temperatures at different times of the 
year can have opposing effects, with the forcing effect of warm springs usually 
advancing phenology, whilst warm conditions in autumn/winter may delay phenology 
via effects on dormancy induction, breaking dormancy and stimulating growth 
(Murray, Cannell & Smith 1989; Polgar & Primack 2011; Laube et al. 2014; Roberts et 
al. 2015). Experimental studies demonstrate a role for photoperiod in some species 
(Caffarra & Donnelly 2011), though the precise nature of any interactions between 
photoperiod and the response to forcing and/or chilling temperatures is not well 
understood (Polgar & Primack 2011; Vitasse & Basler 2013). While longitudinal data 
from a single site are not informative about any effect that photoperiod may have, 
spatiotemporal data, as collected by many citizen science phenology schemes, may be 
(Phillimore et al. 2013). 
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The UK Phenology Network (UKPN) was set up in 1998 and now comprises hundreds 
of thousands of plant phenology records collected by citizen scientists that are 
replicated over space and time. In this study I apply a recently developed statistical 
framework (Hadfield 2016; Phillimore et al. 2016) to the spring phenology (first leafing 
and first flowering) of 22 plant species. My main aims are to estimate (i) the 
temperature sensitivity of the phenological optimum (B), and (ii) the degree to which 
phenological plasticity is adaptive and tracks geographic variation in the optimal 
phenotype. I include three non-native species (horse chestnut, sycamore and larch), 
which I predict will show no local adaptation and respond solely through plasticity. 
This analysis relies on having identified the correct phenological cues, and a secondary 
aim is therefore to identify the time windows during which forcing temperatures have 
an effect and to identify the relative importance of chilling temperatures versus 
photoperiod. While the temperature sensitivity of plant phenology is often modelled 
using growing degree day mechanistic models (e.g. Chuine 2000), here I adopt a 
reaction norm approach due to its amenability to linear statistical modelling and to 
facilitate comparisons with theoretical models of quantitative trait evolution (e.g. 
Chevin et al. 2010; Hadfield 2016). Where growing degree day and linear reaction norm 
approaches have been applied to the same datasets, insights into phenological cues and 
responses are similar (Phillimore et al. 2013; Roberts et al. 2015).  
 
2.3 Methods 
2.3.1 Spatiotemporal data 
I used phenological data collected by citizen scientists from the UKPN 
(www.naturescalendar.org.uk). I focused on spring events (first flowering and first 
leafing) collected over the period 1998-2014 for 22 species (see Table 1 for details), 
excluding species for which I anticipated greater data quality issues (see Appendix A.1 
for selection criteria). Prior to any analysis, I visually inspected histograms and 
removed extreme outliers for each species. Extreme outliers were classified as those 
outside the expected 95% distribution that were likely to have been caused by observer 
error. In order to minimise measurement errors introduced by novice recorders, for 
each species I excluded all data collected by participants who only contributed records 
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for a single year. The number of filtered observations ranged between 2,805 for sessile 
oak to 22,177 for lesser celandine (Table 1). 
Each phenological observation was assigned to the 5 x 5km grid cell (hereafter 5km 
grid cell) in which it was reported, and matched to daily air temperature data 
interpolated between recording stations on the same grid for the appropriate year 
(Perry & Hollis 2005; Perry et al. 2009; 
www.metoffice.gov.uk/climatechange/science/monitoring/ukcp09/). Based on 
average Central England Temperatures for the period Feb – May (Parker, Legg & 
Folland 1992), there has been little directional trend in UK spring temperatures over 
the focal years (slope = -0.06 ± 0.03). 
To calculate the day-length (time from sunrise to sunset) in minutes for each day, 
sunrise and sunset equations (Meeus 1991) were applied to the centroid of each 5km 
grid cell. Each 5km grid was assigned to a 150 x 150km grid cell (hereafter 150km grid 
cell), which was treated as an arbitrary definition of a population in subsequent 
analyses, as in earlier studies using a similar approach (Phillimore et al. 2010, 2016). 
Data were stored in a spatial relational database PostgreSQL, version 8.3.5 (PostgreSQL 




Table 1. Species records selected for analyses from the UKPN data set. 
Species Binomial Event Collection period Unfiltered records Filtered records % of original data 
Alder Alnus glutinosa Leafing 2000-2014 6405 4988 78 
Ash Fraxinus excelsior Leafing 1998-2014 12350 10165 82 
Beech Fagus sylvatica Leafing 1998-2014 12586 10281 82 
Blackthorn Prunus spinosa Flowering 1998-2014 20782 16913 81 
Bluebell Hyacinthoides non-scripta Flowering 1998-2014 26591 21362 80 
Cocks-foot Dactylis glomerata Flowering 1999-2014 5049 4013 79 
Cuckooflower Cardamine pratensis Flowering 1998-2014 13883 11533 83 
Dog rose Rosa canina Flowering 1998-2014 13529 11163 83 
Elder Sambucus nigra Leafing 1998-2014 15048 12267 82 
Field maple Acer campestre Leafing 1999-2014 5353 4445 83 
Garlic mustard Alliaria petiolata Flowering 1998-2014 13835 11620 84 
Hawthorn Crataegus monogyna Leafing 1998-2014 20486 16813 82 
Horse chestnut Aesculus hippocastanum Leafing 1998-2014 16983 13979 82 
Larch Larix decidua Leafing 1998-2014 5045 3808 75 
Lesser celandine Ranunuculus ficaria Flowering 1998-2014 26555 22177 84 
Meadow foxtail Alopecurus pratensis Flowering 1999-2014 5006 4001 80 
Pedunculate oak Quercus robur Leafing 1998-2014 11285 9219 82 
Rowan Sorbus aucuparia Leafing 1998-2014 12026 9754 81 
Sessile oak Quercus petraea Leafing 1998-2014 3688 2805 76 
Silver birch Betula pendula Leafing 1998-2014 14892 12161 82 
Sycamore Acer pseudoplatanus Leafing 1998-2014 13358 10929 82 
Wood anemone Anemone nemorosa Flowering 1998-2014 15419 12471 81 
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2.3.2 Statistical analyses 
I fitted a series of linear mixed models designed to identify the environmental cues that 
best explain the spatiotemporal variation in phenology of each species. Models were 
fitted in ASReml-R (Butler et al. 2009; Gilmour et al. 2009). 
All models (parameters summarised in Table 2) treated the ordinal date of the 
phenological observation as a response variable and included 150km grid cell, year, 
25km:year and a residual term as random effects (Table 2). The motivation for 
including the 25km:year term was to account for pseudoreplication of interpolated 
temperatures within a 5km grid cell and year, which occurs when multiple phenology 
observations are made in the same 5km grid square. A 5km:year term was not used as 
this would have resulted in zero residual temperature variation.  
The null model included only the intercept as a fixed effect. I also considered 
geographic and temporal cline models in order to (i) identify broad spatial and 
temporal trends, and (ii) act as an additional baseline against which the performance of 
cue based models can be compared. The simple clinal model included year (as a 
numeric variable), and latitude and longitude as fixed effects (geo1). A more complex 
clinal model also included the interaction between latitude and longitude, as well as 
quadratic terms of latitude and longitude (geo2). 
All subsequent models included environmental cues (Fig. 1). The first was consistent 
with a photoperiod threshold triggering phenology (photo). The ordinal date at which 
the specified minutes of daylight (I considered values between 486 and 980 minutes at 
intervals of 4 minutes) was first reached in each 5km grid cell was used as an offset in 
the model, which made the response the time lag between a specified photoperiod 
being reached and the date of the phenological event. The only fixed effect in this model 
was the intercept. 
For models that incorporated an effect of temperature I followed Phillimore et al. 
(2010; 2016) and fitted both phenology and temperature as a bivariate response. By 
using a bivariate response I was able to separately model the relationship between 
phenology and temperature over space (across locations) versus time (within 
locations). The temperature response in the temp model was the mean temperature 
during a predefined sliding-window. The start and end dates for the sliding-windows 
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were the same for all locations, and I tested windows by varying the start date (from 
ordinal days -59 to 100 in 2 day intervals) and duration (from 4 to 120 days in 2 day 
intervals). Each time window was constrained, so it did not extend beyond ordinal day 
150 (30th May). The end of the time window was included as an offset for the phenology 
response, which generated a model that predicted whether temperature within a time 
window predicts the lag time until the phenological response is observed. 
To model the combined effects of temperature and photoperiod (phototemp), I 
allowed sliding-windows of thermal sensitivity to be initiated once a specified day 
length (using the same range of values as the photo model) had been reached. This date 
then became the start of the local time window and I considered the same range of 
window durations as in the temp model.  
The final model included two sliding-windows during which mean temperatures 
predict phenological response (doubletemp), with both temperature variables and the 
phenological lag (between the end of the second time window and the phenological 
event) fitted in a trivariate response. The time window immediately preceding the 
event (the forcing window) was identical to the best performing temp model for each 
species. I then explored mean temperatures over a pre-forcing time window during the 
autumn/winter preceding the phenological event. For simplicity, this window is 
referred to as the “chilling” window, although the timing of this window could reflect 
temperatures that impact on phenology through a mechanism other than chilling, such 
as dormancy induction (Heide 2003). I varied start dates (from ordinal day -120 up to 
the beginning of the forcing window in 2 day intervals) and durations (from 4 to 120 
days in 2 day intervals) in all combinations.  
 
  





Figure 1. A schematic depicting parameters pertaining to cues under models that include (a, 
d) photoperiod and (b – d) average temperature in a sliding-window. Parameters that are 
optimized via iterative searches are in blue. Lag* indicates models where the lag duration is 





Table 2. Parameters included in mixed effect models and in the calculation of AICs. 
Model Mixed model terms 
Response(s) Fixed effects  Random effects Additional parameters 
used to generate the 
model offset 





null Phenology Intercept 150km grid cell, year, 25km:year, 
residual 
 5 
geo1 Phenology Intercept, Year, latitude, longitude 150km grid cell, year, 25km:year, 
residual 
 8 







150km grid cell, year, 25km:year, 
residual 
 11 
photo Phenological lag Intercept 150km grid cell, year, 25km:year, 
residual 
Photoperiod threshold 6 
temp Phenological lag, temperature Intercepts, latitude, longitude 150km grid cell, year, 25km:year, 
residual 
Temperature window 
start and end dates 
13 
phototemp Phenological lag, temperature Intercepts, latitude, longitude 150km grid cell, year, 25km:year, 
residual 
Temperature window 
start and end dates 
13 
doubletemp Phenological lag, “chilling” 
temperature, forcing temperature 
Intercepts, latitude, longitude 150km grid cell, year, 25km:year, 
residual 
“Chilling” and forcing 
temperature window 
start and end dates 
23 
§
 For the conditional likelihood each fixed term contributed 1 parameter and each random term contributed 2 parameters. 
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I used Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) and AIC weights (Burnham & Anderson 2004) 
to compare the best models of each class (see Table 2 for the parameters included in 
the AIC calculation for each model). ASReml outputs the restricted maximum 
likelihood, therefore in order to compare models with different fixed effects, this was 
converted to a normal likelihood (Phillimore et al. 2016). For bivariate models I 
calculated the likelihood of phenology (yP) conditional on forcing temperature (yF) and 
parameters from the bivariate model (𝜃)  
L(𝑦𝑃|𝑦𝐹 , 𝜃) = L(𝑦𝑃 , 𝑦𝐹|𝜃)/L(𝑦𝐹|𝜃) 
Here the likelihood of the bivariate model (L(𝑦𝑃 , 𝑦𝐹|𝜃)) was required as well as the 
likelihood of temperature conditional on the relevant model parameters from the 
bivariate model (L(𝑦𝐹|𝜃)). 
For models with a trivariate response, I calculated the likelihood of phenology (yP) 
conditional on forcing temperature (yF) and “chilling” temperature (yC) and parameters 
from the trivariate model (𝜃)  
L(𝑦𝑃|𝑦𝐹 , 𝑦𝐶 , 𝜃) = L(𝑦𝑃 , 𝑦𝐹 , 𝑦𝐶|𝜃)/L(𝑦𝐹 , 𝑦𝐶|𝜃) 
The sliding-window method involves multiple testing which inflates type I errors, 
though the very high autocorrelation in daily temperatures served to reduce the 
severity of this problem (M. Morrissey pers comm).  
I obtained an estimate of the variance-covariance between response variables for each 





  ] 
𝑣𝑃𝑟 is the variance in phenology, 𝐯𝑃𝑟,𝑇𝑟is a vector of covariance(s) between phenology 
and the temperature cue(s) and 𝐕𝑇𝑟 is a matrix of (co)variances between the 
temperature cue(s). In the bivariate model 𝐯𝑃𝑟,𝑇𝑟 and 𝐕𝑇𝑟 are scalars.  
The slope estimate(s) of the phenological lag on the temperature cue(s) was obtained 
as 𝐕𝑇𝑟
−1𝐯𝑃𝑟,𝑇𝑟 for each random term (Phillimore et al. 2012). When year was the random 
effect I obtained a temporal slope (i.e. the change in phenology in response to year-to-
year variation in temperature), and when 150km grid was the random effect I obtained 
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a de-trended spatial slope (i.e. the change in phenology in response to non-clinal spatial 
variation in temperature). 
I assumed that temporal slopes were primarily due to the mean population-level 
temperature-mediated phenological plasticity (b) (for detailed discussion of the 
validity of assumptions required by the theory and statistical models see Table A1 in 
Appendix A). Following the approach of Phillimore et al. (2016) I estimated the 
temperature sensitivity of selection over latitude and longitude, which I refer to as Blat 
and Blon. Assuming that the temperatures in the selected thermal window cue 
phenology, that populations are at migration-selection equilibrium and that population 
density is constant in space, B can be estimated by dividing the slope of phenological 
lag on latitude (or longitude) by the slope of temperature on latitude (or longitude) 
(Hadfield 2016). In the absence of confounding variables, I anticipated that Blat=Blon. 
Assuming that plasticity is constant among populations, B–b can be used to estimate 
the contribution made by clinal local adaptation. When |𝐵– 𝑏| < |𝐵| then plasticity 
partially tracks the optimum and can be said to be adaptive, and 𝐵 = 𝑏 indicates perfect 
adaptive plasticity.  
In addition to clinal local adaptation, non-clinal local adaptation can be estimated as the 
difference between the de-trended spatial slope and b (Phillimore et al. 2010, 2016). 
When |𝐵– 𝑏| > 0, migration is expected to reduce the efficiency of adaptation to track B 
across temperatures that vary stochastically across grid cells (Hadfield 2016). 
Therefore, I predicted that the de-trended spatial slope will lie between B and b. 
To get credible intervals for slopes and slope differences I selected the lowest AIC 
model for each species and re-estimated the parameters in a Bayesian setting using 
MCMCglmm (Hadfield 2010). For species where the phenological response was best 
explained by the temp or phototemp models I ran MCMCglmm using forcing windows 
from the best performing model. For species where phenology was best predicted by 
the doubletemp model, I tested the correlation of mean temperatures across the two 
time windows over time and space and found that temperatures in the two time 
windows were highly correlated over space (but not time, r over space varies in the 
range 0.57 – 0.99, Table A4 in Appendix A). I interpreted this as meaning that the model 
was effective at identifying the time windows during which temperature is most 
important as a phenological cue, but that multicolinearity precludes interpretation of 
forcing and “chilling” slopes estimated across spatially varying temperatures. For these 
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species I focused solely on parameter estimates for the forcing window, and re-
estimated parameters from the best performing temp or phototemp model. 
I ran models for 60,000 iterations, discarding the first 10,000 as burn-in and sampled 
every 10th iteration to get posterior sample sizes of 5000 for each species. I visually 
inspected traces of the posterior distributions of focal parameters to check for model 
convergence. I used priors for the (co)variance components which were drawn from 
the inverse Wishart distribution with V = Ι and ν = 0.002. All statistical analyses were 
conducted in R (R Core Team 2012). 
2.4 Results 
2.4.1 Spatiotemporal trends 
Phenology varied among 150km grid cells for all focal species (Fig. 2), with species such 
as lesser celandine, wood anemone and meadow foxtail showing substantially greater 
variation over space than others such as field maple and beech. Variance among years 
was of similar magnitude to the variance among 150km grid cells, and tended to be 
higher for species with earlier phenology such as lesser celandine, hawthorn and 
blackthorn. For all species, residual variance within a single 25km grid cell and year 
was considerably larger than other variance components (Fig. 2). 
Of the basic spatiotemporal models, geo1 was preferred for two species (field maple 
and garlic mustard), with geo2 the best performing for the remaining twenty species. 
The geo2 model describes a geographical scenario where the effects of latitude and 
longitude interact and are subject to quadratic relationships. For most species, 
phenology was delayed as latitude increased (Fig. 3), though the magnitude of the 
gradient varied, being steepest in bluebell and pedunculate oak and shallow in 
hawthorn, horse chestnut and beech. For elder, sycamore, rowan, garlic mustard and 
field maple, phenology advanced as latitude increased. Longitudinal trends were more 
variable, with some species being most advanced in the west and others in the east. 
Several species showed longitudinal clines that changed sign with latitude (most where 
the east was earliest in the south and the west was earliest in the north). Directional 
temporal shifts (estimated using the geo models) in phenology during the period 1998-
2014 were non-significant for all species, consistent with the weak temporal 





Figure 2. Variance components of the null model for each species, where bars represent variance components. Species are plotted in  




































































































































































































































































All focal species were sensitive to spring forcing (Fig. 4), but they varied in whether 
they were sensitive to “chilling” or photoperiod and in the parameters defining the 
sliding-windows. The single sliding-window temp model was preferred for meadow 
foxtail, whilst the more complex doubletemp model performed best for thirteen 
species, most of which are typified by early phenology. For eight predominantly late 
spring species, the phototemp model, wherein the window of thermal sensitivity comes 
into effect once a threshold number of minutes of daylight has been met, performed 
best.  
For all species, the spring forcing windows preceded and overlapped with 
spatiotemporal variation in the event itself. Forcing windows were earlier for species 
with earlier phenology; however there were no clear trends in the length of forcing 
window according to best model type or timing of phenological event (Fig. 5). For 
species with phenology best predicted by the phototemp model, forcing windows were 
delayed further north (Fig. 5). The difference in the timing of photoperiod threshold 
being met at 50°N versus 56°N varied from three days in alder to 11 days in sycamore 
and field maple, with the latitudinal gradient in the start of the window becoming 
shallower toward the equinox. For species whose phenology was best predicted by the 
doubletemp model, the pre-forcing or “chilling” temperature sensitivity window was 
generally found during the latter part of the year prior to the phenological event itself 
(Fig. 5). Sessile oak was an exception, where the “chilling” window was in the year of 






Figure 4. AIC weights across the minimum AIC candidate of each model type. Models with AIC weights <0.01 are not visible.  
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2.4.3 Temperature as a predictor of phenology 
The temporal slope of phenology on temperature during the forcing window, which I 
assume to estimate the population mean temperature-mediated plasticity (b), was 
significantly negative for all focal species (Fig. 6a), with posterior median estimates 
that varied from -3 to -10 days°C-1. In general I found little evidence of spatial variance 
in b among 150km grid cells (Fig. A2 in Appendix A), except in lesser celandine, for 
which plasticity was estimated to be shallower at the temperature extremes. This is 
most likely attributable to the sliding-window partially missing the window of thermal 
sensitivity at the latitudinal extremes, causing the slopes to be underestimated. 
Temporal slopes of phenology on temperature during the “chilling” window were close 
to 0 in most cases, though positive for larch, horse chestnut and sessile oak (Table A4 in 
Appendix A). The temporal “chilling” slopes were shallower than the forcing slopes, and 
ranged from -2 to 2 days°C-1.  
Due to multicolinearity over space (but not time) between forcing and “chilling” 
temperatures in the doubletemp model (see methods) I did not interpret the 
latitudinal, longitudinal or the de-trended spatial slope estimates from this model and 
instead used the forcing parameters from the next best performing model (temp or 
phototemp). The temperature sensitivity of the optimum across latitudes (Blat) and 
longitudes (Blon) was significantly negative in most cases (Fig. 7a, b), with a median 
gradient of ~ -3 days°C-1. Sycamore, which showed a significant positive gradient 
across both spatial clines was a notable exception. In 16 of 22 cases Blat and Blon were of 
the same sign (Fig. 7a, b, Tables A2 & A3 in Appendix A). The among 150km grid cell 
de-trended spatial slopes of phenology on temperature were negative for all species 
other than garlic mustard and sycamore, and significantly so for ten species (Fig. 7c, 
Tables A2 & A3 in Appendix A). The de-trended spatial forcing slopes varied from 
around 0 in cuckooflower and dogrose to around -6 days°C-1 in lesser celandine and 
field maple.  
  





Figure 6. Posterior medians and 95% credible intervals for parameters estimated over the 
forcing time window. (a) Temporal slope of phenology regressed on temperature, assumed 
to estimate plasticity, b, (b) Blat-b, (c) Blon-b, and, (d) the de-trended spatial slope (across 
150km grid cells) of phenology on temperature minus b. Bars are coloured according to the 
ability of plasticity to track the optimum |𝐵– 𝑏|: grey = inconsistent signal, gold = consistent 
in direction, orange = consistently significant, and, green = consistent with the hypothesis 
that plasticity tracks the optimum |𝐵– 𝑏| = 0. Slopes for species whose phenology was best 
predicted by the doubletemp model were plotted using results from the lowest AIC 
alternative model and are represented by unfilled datapoints. Species are in ascending 















































































































































































































































































































































Figure 7. Posterior medians and 95% credible intervals for slopes of phenology on forcing 
temperature that correspond to the temperature sensitivity of the optimum phenology across (a) 
latitude = Blat, (b) longitude = Blon and (c) the de-trended spatial slope across 150km grid cells. Slopes 
for species whose phenology was best predicted by the doubletemp model were plotted using 
results from the lowest AIC alternative model and are represented by unfilled datapoints. Species 
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2.4.4 The contributions of plasticity and local adaptation to 
spatial variation 
Focusing solely on responses to forcing, four species, larch, sycamore, bluebell and 
garlic mustard, showed significant B – b differences that are qualitatively consistent 
when B is estimated as Blat or Blon (Fig. 6b, c). For each of these species the gradient of 
the optimum (B) was shallower than the plastic slope b, consistent with 
countergradient local adaptation (i.e., temperature mediated local adaptation acting in 
the opposite direction to plasticity), or the effect of a third variable on the optimum 
(Chevin & Lande 2015). For lesser celandine alone, B was more steeply negative than b, 
consistent with co-gradient local adaptation (i.e., temperature-mediated local 
adaptation acting in the same direction as plasticity), although the credible interval for 
Blon – b includes zero.  
For seven species, the two estimates of B – b did not depart significantly from zero, 
consistent with temperature-mediated plasticity tracking clinal variation in the 
phenological optimum (Fig. 6b, c). In a further three species (horse chestnut, 
pedunculate and sessile oak), while there was a significant difference between B – b 
over either latitude or longitude, the point estimate didn’t depart greatly from 0, 
implying that plasticity is adaptive and partially tracks the optimum in these species. 
For the remaining seven species B – b estimates over latitudes and longitudes were 
inconsistent. I found forcing plasticity to be adaptive (inferred as where point estimates 
of |B-b|<|B|) for 12/22 species when B is estimated as Blat, and 16/22 species when B is 
estimated as Blon. Plasticity was found to be consistently maladaptive for bluebell, garlic 
mustard, larch and sycamore. 
In the species for which B – b estimated across both latitude and longitude was 
different from zero, the difference between the de-trended spatial (among 150km grid 
cell) slope and b (corresponding to an estimate of non-clinal local adaption) also 
exhibited a countergradient pattern (Fig. 6d). Consistent with theoretical expectations 
(Hadfield 2016), the de-trended spatial slopes were intermediate between B and b (Fig. 
7c). More generally there was a tendency for the de-trended spatial slope minus b to be 
closer to zero than the B – b slope differences. In fifteen cases the slope difference was 
non-significant, meaning that I cannot reject the null hypothesis that the de-trended 
spatial slope of phenology on forcing temperature is attributable to plasticity alone.  




The absolute difference between the temperature sensitivity of the optimum B (across 
latitude and longitude) and plasticity (b) reveals the contribution that genetic 
adaptation must make in order to track the optimum (Chevin et al. 2010). For wood 
anemone, silver birch, alder, cuckooflower, beech, ash and cocksfoot, the difference 
between these slopes was small and non-significant. Plasticity also closely tracked 
gradients of thermal optima for the leafing of horse chestnut (as predicted for this non-
native species), pedunculate and sessile oak and dogrose, though a small but significant 
slope difference existed across latitude or longitude for each of these. Adopting space-
for-time substitution I project that these populations will be able to track temperature-
mediated changes in the phenological optima, and, all else being equal, climate change 
should pose least threat to such populations (Chevin et al. 2010). In more than half of 
species I found plasticity to be adaptive.  
For five species I found consistent evidence that |𝐵– 𝑏| differed significantly from zero, 
i.e., plasticity does not track the temperature sensitivity of the optimum. In four species, 
which include woodland trees and flowers, the plastic response was steeper and more 
negative than the temperature sensitivity of the optimum, consistent with 
countergradient local adaptation (Conover & Schultz 1995; Phillimore et al. 2012), or 
potentially due to B being underestimated due to maladaptation at the range edges 
(Table A1 in Appendix A). The spring phenology of temperate plants is expected to be 
exposed to opposing selection pressures; for later phenology to reduce frost damage 
and early phenology to take advantage of the growing season (e.g. Augspurger & Salk 
2016). Countergradient variation may arise where a latitudinal (or altitudinal) decline 
in growing season duration also affects the optimum phenology. If spring temperatures 
rise, species exhibiting countergradient variation may experience selection for delayed 
phenology. Evidence for countergradient variation in spring phenology from common 
garden experiments on plants is quite limited, though examples do exist (Alberto et al. 
2013; Kremer, Potts & Delzon 2014; Toftegaard et al. 2016). Unexpectedly, I found that 
sycamore, a species first introduced to the UK in the sixteenth century, shows a 
pronounced countergradient pattern and the latitudinal trend in leafing time of this 
species is negative. Larch, a non-native conifer species introduced in the seventeenth 
century, was also found to have a countergradient pattern. For these species, my 
inference of countergradient adaptation is likely to have arisen from the confounding 
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effects of a third variable (possibly an effect of chilling that I did not detect) generating 
a different relationship between temperature and phenology in space versus time 
(Chevin & Lande 2015). A single species, the early flowering lesser celandine, exhibited 
a co-gradient local adaptation pattern, where the effect of adaptation on the trait is in 
the same direction as plasticity.  
For the remaining ten species, my estimate of the temperature sensitivity of the 
optimum differed over latitude versus longitude, which is inconsistent with the 
underlying theory (Hadfield 2016). This may reflect the influence of a third variable, 
such as the frequency of late frosts or precipitation, which covaries with temperature 
and phenology differently over latitude versus longitude (see Table A1 in Appendix A). 
For several species for which spatial slope estimates were not consistent, such as 
hawthorn, blackthorn and rowan, the timing of temperature sensitivity sliding-
windows was estimated with a higher degree of uncertainty (Fig. A1 in Appendix A). 
Both the statistical approach I employed, and the underlying theory, rely upon a large 
number of assumptions; for a full discussion of whether they are biologically 
reasonable, see Table A1 in Appendix A.  
These analyses revealed a broad trend in cue use; species with earlier mean phenology 
were better predicted by two temperature time windows, while photoperiod tended to 
be an important cue for species with later phenology. Exposure to late frosts and the 
damage that incurs can impair new growth and reproductive success (Inouye 2000). 
The positive phenological response to temperatures during a “chilling” window 
identified for 11/13 species (for which the doubletemp model was preferred), may 
therefore be an adaptation to reduce the chances of initiating new growth during a 
warm winter spell. A reliance on temperature rather than photoperiod cues may also 
enable these early phenology species to respond more quickly to warm forcing 
temperatures early in the year (Polgar & Primack 2011). Chilling requirements have 
been demonstrated for numerous woody species (Laube et al. 2014) and flowering 
annuals (Kim et al. 2009). My finding that early spring species were generally more 
sensitive to a “chilling” window agrees with inferences drawn for an overlapping set of 
species by an analysis of the well-known Marsham phenological time-series (Roberts et 
al. 2015).  
The precise timing of all forcing and “chilling” windows varied amongst species. 
Forcing windows were important in cuing the phenology of all focal species and 
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directly preceded the mean phenology. In comparison, the timing of “chilling” windows 
varied more among species. This may reflect different processes that constitute a 
“chilling” signal in these analyses, such as autumn dormancy induction or winter 
chilling accumulation for dormancy release (Hänninen & Tanino 2011; Polgar & 
Primack 2011). Species that show a positive phenological response to temperature 
during a “chilling” window (i.e. delay their phenology) may advance their phenology by 
less than chilling insensitive species if temperatures rise throughout the year (Murray 
et al. 1989). Some evidence indicates that advancing leaf phenology of European tree 
species in response to climate change is slowing, which may be due to chilling 
requirements no longer being met (Fu et al. 2015). This is however, still debated (Wang 
et al. 2016), therefore integrating the effect of chilling into predictive models is 
increasingly important (Vitasse et al. 2011; Roberts et al. 2015). 
For species with phenological events later in the spring, photoperiod assumes a greater 
influence than “chilling” as a predictor of a species’ spatiotemporal phenological 
variation. I included photoperiod as a threshold, but recent experimental and modelling 
work on trees finds that photoperiod and chilling interact, and that photoperiod may 
assume a greater importance when chilling requirements are not fully met (Caffarra, 
Donnelly & Chuine 2011a; Caffarra et al. 2011b; Laube et al. 2014). The models in these 
analyses, while able to identify species where “chilling” or photoperiod was a stronger 
predictive cue for phenology, did not capture these more subtle effects. It may be 
possible to extend this approach to incorporate such complexity, though expanding the 
parameter space would present a substantial computational challenge, and 
multicolinearity of cues in space is a considerable obstacle. 
Three of the species included here, pedunculate oak, garlic mustard and cuckooflower, 
have been subject to earlier work in a simpler version of this framework (Phillimore et 
al. 2012, 2013). My temporal slope estimates were similar to those obtained in 
previous studies. However, in contrast to my finding that garlic mustard may exhibit 
countergradient local adaptation, Phillimore et al. (2012) reported no evidence for this 
and found that plasticity could account for the spatiotemporal covariation between 
temperature and phenology. This discrepancy may be due to the earlier study relying 
on a measure of model fit that took only the temporal relationship between 
temperature and phenology into account. This instance highlights the risks of a 
correlation-based approach arriving at incorrect inferences regarding local adaptation. 
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Particular caution is required when interpreting B for species best predicted by the 
doubletemp model, as my estimates may have been biased upwards by correlations 
between forcing and “chilling” effects. In addition, other than photoperiod and 
temperature, the approach taken here does not capture spatially varying variables that 
may contribute to geographic variation in the phenological response. For these reasons, 
I recommend that these findings be viewed as hypotheses requiring validation via 
transplant experiments, rather than as strong evidence.  
There are two existing opportunities that can be used to explore the validity of aspects 
of my inferences. The first is the Marsham record, which allows a comparison of 
estimates of plasticity (or more accurately, the temporal slope of phenology on forcing 
temperature), for ten taxa at a single site within the same region estimated over a non-
overlapping time period (Table S1b in Roberts et al. 2015). I identified similar forcing 
sliding-windows and estimated plasticity of the same sign and of similar magnitude, but 
all my estimates are shallower, with the average difference ~1.65 days°C-1. This 
discrepancy may reflect a true difference in the phenological response to temperatures 
during the two time periods, but is more likely due to methodological biases. For 
instance, enforcing a single sliding-window across the UK might underestimate the true 
local responses to forcing temperatures, or the spatially interpolated temperature data 
may include more measurement error. 
Secondly, several tree species have been subject to extensive transplant experiments in 
the Pyrenees, providing an opportunity to test the validity of my inferences regarding 
plasticity and local adaptation. Vitasse et al.’s (2010) estimates of the plasticity of leaf 
unfolding with respect to spring temperatures ranged from ~ -4.9 – -5.8 days°C-1 in 
beech and -5.7 – -6.3 days°C-1 in sessile oak, similar to my temporal slope estimates of -
4.27 and -5.30 days°C-1 (Tables A3 & A4 in Appendix A), respectively. A common garden 
study of tree provenances from different elevations revealed countergradient local 
adaptation of flushing in beech, co-gradient variation in ash, and no local adaptation in 
sessile oak and sycamore (Vitasse et al. 2009a). In contrast, I found no local adaptation 
in beech (albeit with a marginal countergradient tendency), no local adaptation in ash, 
weak/absent countergradient variation in sessile oak and strong countergradient 
variation in sycamore (Fig. 6). Such limited agreement between this work and 
reciprocal transplant experiments regarding the presence and direction of local 
adaptation may reflect true biological differences in the nature of adaptation to 
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elevation versus meso-scale geographic clines. Nonetheless, they underpin the need to 
interpret these findings with caution. 
A corollary of my finding that plant species respond to different cues, with different 
plasticity and exhibit different degrees and directions of local adaptation, is that the 
sequence of spring events may vary geographically. Furthermore, under climate change 
local phenological sequences may be subject to re-ordering (Roberts et al. 2015), the 
nature of which may itself vary geographically, making extrapolation especially 
challenging. For example, in the south of the UK, elevated winter temperatures may 
mean that the “chilling” requirement is not met for some species (Laube et al. 2014; 
Roberts et al. 2015), thereby causing them to advance by less than chilling-insensitive 
species. The implications of any phenological re-orderings that may arise for the 
absolute fitness of individual populations and community composition are currently 
unknown and require further investigation. 
In summary, I have shown that for several UK plant species phenological plasticity is 
sufficient to adaptively adjust to changing spring conditions. I highlight several species 
for which plasticity does not track geographic variation in the optimum phenology as 









A comparative analysis of aspects of the phenological 








The fates of plant species and populations under climate change will be influenced by 
their phenological response to changing conditions. Predicting phenological responses 
of different species under warming temperatures requires us to know i) how plastic 
their response is and ii) how well plasticity can track the optimum. Estimates of both 
aspects of phenological response exist for a limited number of species, and these can be 
used in a comparative framework to draw inferences regarding the responses of 
species for which we lack direct phenological observations. Using estimates of these 
parameters for 22 plant species from Chapter 2, I tested whether ecological traits 
predict i) median phenology, ii) plasticity (b), and, iii) |B-b|, a measure of the degree of 
(non-clinal) local adaptation. I estimated phylogenetic signal for each of these aspects 
of phenological response and found that phenological event (leafing or flowering) and 
growth form (woody or herbaceous perennial) predicted plasticity in phenological 
response. These traits could help inform predictions of plasticity in phenological 
response to temperature. In contrast, the median date of phenology and local 
adaptation over latitude were not predicted by any of the ecological traits considered. 
Point estimates of phylogenetic signal for median phenology and plasticity were high, 
but estimates were non-significant for all responses considered. The power of these 
analyses to identify significant predictors and estimate phylogenetic signal was limited 
by the number of species and phenological events analysed.  
 




Phenological shifts in response to climate change are well-documented across many 
taxa (Walther et al. 2002; Parmesan 2007; Settele et al. 2014). These shifts include 
advances (e.g. Both et al. 2004; Bartomeus et al. 2011) and delays (e.g. Yu et al. 2010) in 
spring phenology. Some species do not exhibit a significant trend in their phenology, 
although an apparent non-response may mask differing responses to spring and 
autumn/winter temperatures within the same species (Cook et al. 2012b). Phenological 
trends are less clear for autumn events, in part due to fewer studies on this season 
(Gallinat et al. 2015). Some evidence suggests delays may be common (Sparks & Menzel 
2002; Ibáñez et al. 2010), and that autumn senescence is influenced by spring 
phenology (Keenan & Richardson 2015) as sequential phenological events may be 
constrained by development (Wolkovich & Ettinger 2014). 
By understanding the phenological temperature cues of different species, and how 
plastic their response to those cues is, it is possible to project how those species may 
respond to warming temperatures under climate change. Plastic responses to 
temperature may enable populations to persist in the medium term (e.g. Willis et al. 
2008) and recent work has found that species with weaker responses to temperature 
were less able to phenologically track their climatic niches (Amano et al. 2014). In 
order to predict how a species or population will respond under warming 
temperatures, we need to know i) how much their optimum phenology will shift, ii) 
how able they are to track that shift, and, iii) what phenological cue they respond to. In 
Chapter 2, I estimated these parameters for 22 UK plant species, and this provides an 
opportunity to examine whether any generalities can be gleaned for these aspects of 
plant phenological response.  
Comparative analyses can be used to test whether certain traits predict different 
aspects of species’ phenological responses (Roy et al. 2015). If they do, these 
relationships can be used to draw inferences regarding the responses of species for 
which we lack direct phenological observations. There have been some attempts to 
apply comparative approaches to different taxa (reviewed in Buckley & Kingsolver 
2011). For example, certain traits predict flight period shift (reflecting plastic 
responses to temporal variation in environmental conditions such as temperature) 
(Altermatt 2010), and the date of first appearance in Lepidoptera (Diamond et al. 
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2011). In birds, traits have been found that predict the temporal shift and response to 
temperature in first singing date (Rubolini, Saino & Møller 2010), and the shift in 
migratory arrival date in response to temperature (Hurlbert & Liang 2012).  
In plants, growth form (Iversen et al. 2009) and seed size (Jia et al. 2011) have been 
shown to predict phenological timing in alpine species, while pollination strategy has 
been identified as a predictor of flowering date in an analysis of British species (Fitter 
& Fitter 2002). Spring flowering has been correlated with understorey occupancy, 
perennial reproductive schedules, herbaceous growth forms and light coloured corollas 
in forest species (Hensel & Sargent 2012). Leaf out times have also been correlated 
with traits including growth form and ring porosity in woody species (Panchen et al. 
2014). To what extent traits can inform plasticity and local adaptation in phenological 
response is less well studied, yet is important to understand as mating systems and 
gene flow affect the potential for evolutionary responses (Franks et al. 2014). 
Phylogenetic signal measures the degree to which pattern in species traits is due to 
their phylogenetic relationship (Revell, Harmon & Collar 2008). We can use modern 
phylogenetic comparative methods to estimate phylogenetic signal in species traits 
(Freckleton, Harvey & Pagel 2002; Hadfield & Nakagawa 2010). The timing of 
phenological events is determined by i) the environment, and the response to the 
environment via, ii) plasticity and iii) adaptation, each of which may be 
phylogenetically conserved. In plants there is evidence for phylogenetic signal in first 
flowering dates (Lessard-Therrien, Davies & Bolmgren 2014), peak flowering (Jia et al. 
2011) and leaf out times of woody species (Panchen et al. 2014). Previous work has 
suggested that phylogenetic signal in phenological timing reveals a conserved 
phenological response to abiotic cues (Davies et al. 2013), although this has not yet 
been explicitly explored. Some studies have identified phylogenetic patterns in the 
plasticity of phenological responses, both in plants (Willis et al. 2008; Davis et al. 2010), 
for example where earlier flowering families have advanced more in response to 
temperatures (Mazer et al. 2013), and in other taxa such as butterflies (Roy et al. 2015).  
Few studies have looked at phylogenetic signal in the evolutionary response to climate 
change or local adaptation to phenological cues, but, where they have been examined 
(directly or indirectly), no significant patterns were observed (Davis et al. 2010; Roy et 
al. 2015). Previous work has not examined the ability of a taxon to track the optimum 
phenology via plasticity, which is an important measure as its magnitude can be viewed 
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as a sign of the potential difficulty a species may face in responding to temperature 
shifts under climate change. The degree of phylogenetic signal in these different aspects 
of phenological response, and the extent to which traits affect such responses in 
different species, may therefore be crucial to predicting long-term phenological trends 
and how species will fare under climate change. Phylogenetic comparative methods 
have already contributed to determining the extinction risk for plant species in 
Thoreau’s woods (Willis et al. 2008), and predicting the success of invasive plants 
(Davis et al. 2010). By using comparative methods it is possible to start making wider 
predictions about phenological responses in other species.  
Using phenology observations from the UK Phenology Network (UKPN) and the 
estimates of plasticity and local adaptation from Chapter 2, I conducted a comparative 
analysis to ask: what are the predictors of i) median phenology; ii) plasticity; and, iii) 
non-clinal local adaptation for 22 UK plant species? I will also estimate phylogenetic 
signal in each of these aspects of phenological response.  
 
3.3 Methods 
3.3.1 Phenology data 
I used citizen science collected phenological data from the UKPN 
(www.naturescalendar.org.uk), as described in Chapter 2. These comprised first leafing 
and flowering dates for 22 species; collected during the period 1998-2014 (Chapter 2, 
Table 1). The focus of this chapter was interspecific variation in the estimates obtained 
in Chapter 2’s analyses for (i) plasticity in response to forcing (b), and, (ii) the absolute 
slope difference between plasticity and the gradient between temperature and 
optimum phenology over latitude (|Blat-b|). The estimates over latitude were chosen 
instead of those over longitude, as latitude is thought to be a better gradient to observe 
local adaptation to temperature in Europe, where natural selection can act on larger 
populations across a greater temperature gradient (Savolainen, Pyhäjärvi & Knürr 
2007). I used the absolute values of these estimates of local adaptation as response 
variables, where 0 = no local adaptation, and, >0 = local adaptation. For b and |Blat-b| I 
used the variance of the relevant posterior distribution to estimate measurement 
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variance. My measure of average timing was the median date of phenological event 
from the UKPN data. 
 
3.3.2 Phylogeny 
I used the recent species level dated ‘Daphne’ phylogeny (Durka & Michalski 2012) of 
European flora, the topology of which was based on the family level phylogeny of the 
Angiosperm Phylogeny Group III (APG III 2009) and incorporated 518 recent molecular 
phylogenies (Durka & Michalski 2012). I pruned the phylogenetic supertree to include 
only the 22 focal species (Fig. 1). I plotted the best cue type for each species (identified 
in Chapter 2) onto the phylogeny to visually inspect it for any phylogenetic clustering of 
preferred environmental cues (Fig. 1), as species replication was insufficient to allow a 
formal test. 
  




Figure 1. Phylogenetic tree of 22 species analysed, based on the Daphne phylogeny. Tip labels are 
colour coded according to the best performing cue type identified in Chapter 2. 
 
3.3.3 Ecological traits 
I selected six plant traits from the PLANTATT (Hill, Preston & Roy 2004), LEDA (Kleyer 
et al. 2008), and ECOFLORA (Fitter & Peat 1994) databases (Table 1), for which there 
are strong a priori hypotheses that they could affect each of my response variables. 
Selected traits had either been previously linked to phenology in earlier comparative 
analyses on plants, or there was a strong hypothesis that they correlated with the focal 
response variable, and were subject to the constraint that complete data was available 
for our study species. Data for most traits was obtained from a single source, except for 
minimum age at first flowering, for which I compiled several sources to obtain 
information for all species (see Table 1 for the variables and their predicted effects on 




Table 1. Plant traits, ecological variables and their hypothesised effects that were included as explanatory variables in the analyses of phenological response. 
Variable Source Measures Predicted effect(s) on responses 
Date of phenology Plasticity Local adaptation 
Event type 
 
UKPN Flowering  
Leafing 
Flowering is fast in forbs and 
vegetative growth slower. 
Vegetative growth is fast in 
deciduous shrubs, and flowering 
slower (Iversen et al. 2009). 
Both first flowering and first leafing 
can advance under warming 
temperatures (Wolfe et al. 2005; 
Gordo & Sanz 2009), but correlated 
responses between events may vary 
(Davies et al. 2013). This could be 
due to different rates of plasticity in 
response, but this requires further 
investigation. 
The correlation between leafing and 
flowering events can vary between 
locations (Davies et al. 2013). This 
could be evidence of adaptation to 
different temperature cues in 
different phenological events, but 
this requires further investigation. 
Median date of 
phenology 
UKPN Ordinal day  Species with earlier leafing (Morin 
et al. 2009) and flowering (Mazer et 
al. 2013) phenology have been 
shown to be more plastic/exhibit a 
greater response to temperature 
(Fitter & Fitter 2002; Pau et al. 
2011; Davies et al. 2013). 
Early phenology species with high 
levels of plasticity (Pau et al. 
2011),may exhibit less local 
adaptation. They are both 
mechanisms for tracking optimum 
timing, and higher plasticity may be 
enough to do so. 
Growth form 
 





Species with perennial aboveground 
parts may have earlier phenology 
than those that have to re-grow 
vegetative parts, as resources are 
more easily available to them 
(Iversen et al. 2009). 
Woody species with longer 
generation times and life spans may 
require high levels of plasticity to 
deal with inter-annual variation in 






indicator value for 
light preference: 
1 = deep shade 
9 = full light 
Species with a higher shade 
tolerance may have later 
phenology, as they can successfully 
grow and reproduce under the 
lower light levels of a canopy (Kudo 
et al. 2008; Hensel & Sargent 2012). 
Species with lower shade tolerance 
may need to be more plastic to 
make the most of early year 
growing conditions, when there is 










Abiotic (wind) pollinated species 
may have earlier phenology, to 
maximise pollen dispersal when it is 
least impeded by vegetative growth 
(Rathcke & Lacey 1985; Jia et al. 
2011). 
 Biotic (insect) pollinated species 
may be adapted to temperature 
cues in order to coincide phenology 
with availability of pollinators (Willis 
et al. 2008; Franks et al. 2014). 
Conversely, wind pollinated species 
may be more likely to show 
countergradient local adaptation to 




Plantatt Number of broad 
habitat types a 
species occurs in, 
based on 23 
categories. 
 Generalist species (those which 
occur in a broader variety of 
habitats) may have a wider spatial 
distribution and be more plastic in 
order to respond to cues across 
their range (Morin et al. 2009). 
Generalist species whose niche 
breadth is wide may be less likely to 
be locally adapted.  
Mean seed mass 
 
Ecoflora mg   Smaller seeds may be more widely 
dispersed (e.g. through 
wind)(Primack 1987; Jakobsson & 
Eriksson 2000). This may promote 
greater gene flow, making local 
adaptation less likely. 
Minimum age at 
first flowering 
LEDA except for: 
Larch - Ecoflora 
Alder - Claessens 
et al. 2010 
< 1 year 
1-5 years 
> 5 years 
  Species with longer generation 
times are expected to adapt less 
quickly to changing temperature 
cues (Chevin et al. 2010; Franks et 
al. 2014).  
*Perennial classification includes any species with more than one growing season, such as the biennial Garlic mustard.  




3.3.4 Statistical analyses 
I fitted phylogenetic mixed models (Hadfield & Nakagawa 2010) to identify the 
relationship between the explanatory variables and the different measures of 
phenological response, taking the phylogenetic relationship among species into 
account. Models were fitted in a Bayesian setting using MCMCglmm (Hadfield 2010). 
The response variable and the selected plant trait predictors were different for 
different models (Table 2). Where the responses were estimates of plasticity or local 
adaptation from Chapter 2’s analyses, I included a measure of variance (obtained from 
the response’s posterior distribution) in the models as a measurement error term (Roy 
et al. 2015). I estimated phylogenetic signal as phylogenetic heritability, applying the 
following formula to each sample of the posterior distribution: 
h2 = VP / VP+VR 
Where VP is the phylogenetic variance component and VR is the residual variance 
component. 
The DateNull, PlasNull, and BlatNull models included only the intercept as a fixed 
effect and phylogeny as a random effect. The Date, Plas, and Blat models included 
additional fixed effects (Table 2). I ran models for 1,030,000 iterations, discarding the 
first 30,000 as burn-in. I sampled every 100th iteration to get posterior sample sizes of 
10,000 for each species. A high iteration number and sampling interval were selected in 
order to provide an acceptable effective sample size from the small data set. I visually 
inspected traces of the posterior distributions of focal parameters to check for model 
convergence. I used priors for the (co)variance components which were drawn from 
the inverse Wishart distribution with V = 1 and ν = 0.002. 





Table 2. Parameters included in mixed effect models. 
Model Mixed model terms 
Response(s) Fixed effects  Random effects 
DateNull Median date of phenology Intercept Phylogeny, residual 
Date Median date of phenology Intercept, Event type, Growth form, 
Ellenberg light value, Pollen vector 
Phylogeny, residual 
PlasNull Plasticity (b) Intercept Phylogeny, residual  
Plas Plasticity (b) Intercept, Median date of phenology, 
Event type, Habitat breadth, Growth form, 
Ellenberg light value, Mean seed mass 
Phylogeny, residual  
BlatNull Absolute Blat-b Intercept Phylogeny, residual  
Blat Absolute Blat-b Intercept, Median date of phenology, 
Event type, Habitat breadth, Minimum age 
at first flowering, Pollen vector 
Phylogeny, residual  




3.4.1 Median phenology 
While the median date of phenological events showed a strong phylogenetic signal (h2 = 
0.93), the lower 95% credible interval (CI) was close to 0. None of the plant traits 
significantly predicted interspecific variation in the median date of phenology (Table 3 
& Fig. 2). 
Table 3. Parameters for the Date model estimated via MCMCglmm. Asterisks indicate significance, 
CIs = credible intervals.  





123.45 (49.93, 194.11) <0.01** 
Event (leafing) -13.60 (-49.80, 24.74) 0.45 
Growth form (woody) 9.71 (-28.98, 50.49) 0.60 
Ellenberg light value -3.19 (-14.47, 8.06) 0.59 
Pollen vector (wind) 8.73 (-16.75, 34.42) 0.48 
1
 Corresponds to flowering (event), herbaceous perennial (growth form) and 
insect (pollen vector). 






Figure 2. The relationship between plant traits tested as predictors and the median date of phenology. From left to right: event (F = first  
flowering and L = first leafing); growth form (H = herbaceous perennial and W = woody perennial); Ellenberg light value; pollen vector  
(I = insect and W = wind).  




Phylogenetic signal in species plasticity to forcing temperature cues (b) was non-
significant, though the point estimate was high (h2 = 0.80, CI = 0.01 – 0.99). I found 
phenological event and growth form to be significant predictors for plastic response to 
forcing temperatures (Table 4). Leafing events were 2.83 days°C-1 less plastic than 
flowering, whilst a woody growth form predicted a higher degree of plasticity (steeper 
by -2.27 days°C-1) (Fig 3). However, only two species (blackthorn and dogrose) were 
informative in testing the influence of event and growth form, as they were the only 
woody species for which flowering event data was analysed. This suggests that the two 
terms were quite confounded.  
Table 4. Parameters for the Plas model estimated via MCMCglmm. Asterisks indicate significance, CIs 
= credible intervals.  





 -5.60 (-9.77, -1.81) <0.01** 
Median phenology 0.00 (-0.02, 0.02) 0.90 
Habitats -0.35 (-0.94, 0.24) 0.23 
Event (leafing) 2.83 (0.96, 4.63) <0.01** 
Growth form (woody) -2.27 (-4.04, -0.40) 0.02* 
Ellenberg light value 0.14 (-0.32, 0.55) 0.52 
Mean seed mass 0.00 (<-0.01, <0.01) 0.93 
1
 Corresponds to flowering (event) and herbaceous perennial (growth form). 
Median phylogenetic variance = 0.06, median residual variance = 0.02. 
  




Figure 3. The relationship between plant traits tested as predictors and phenological plasticity. Top 
from left to right: median date of phenological event; number of broad habitat types; event (F = first 
flowering and L = first leafing). Bottom from left to right: growth form (H = herbaceous perennial and 
W = woody perennial); Ellenberg light value; mean seed mass. Significant predictors are indicated by 
asterisks.  
 
3.4.3 Local adaptation 
The absolute value of Blat-b was found to have low phylogenetic signal (h2 = 0.02, CI = 0 
– 0.97). None of the predictors considered were significant (Table 5, Fig 4), but 
minimum age at first flowering was closest to significance. The direction of this 
relationship indicated that where |Blat-b| was higher, the minimum age at first 
flowering was lower. This non-significant result may be influenced by |Blat-b| for field 
maple, which is considerably higher (29.05, see Fig 4) than any of the other species in 
the analysis.  
  




Table 5. Parameters for the Blat model estimated via MCMCglmm. Asterisks indicate significance, CIs 
= credible intervals. 





 10.60 (0.21, 22.22) 0.05* 
Median phenology -0.03 (-0.11, 0.05) 0.39 
Habitats 0.18 (-2.40, 2.74) 0.89 
Event (leafing) 1.21 (-3.08, 5.50) 0.56 
Min age 1
st
 flowering -1.43 (-3.41, 0.57) 0.15 
Pollen vector (wind) -0.51 (-5.13, 3.95) 0.81 
1
 Corresponds to flowering (event) and insect (pollen vector). 
Median phylogenetic variance = 1.46, median residual variance = 4.81. 
 
 
Figure 4. The relationship between plant traits tested as predictors and a measure of local 
adaptation over latitude. Top from left to right: median date of phenological event; number of broad 
habitat types; event (F = first flowering and L = first leafing). Bottom from left to right: minimum age 
at 1
st
 flowering (1 = < 1 year, 2 = 1-5 years and 3 = > 5 years); pollen vector (I = insect and W = wind).  
  




I mapped the best cue type identified by the models in Chapter 2 (i.e. temp, phototemp 
or doubletemp) on the pruned plant phylogeny. The pattern showed some clades 
where all species use either phototemp or doubletemp cues, indicating that there is 
some phylogenetic clustering in the type of cue that best explains variation in 
phenological responses (see Fig 1). However, with so few species there is insufficient 
power to further test the best cue type in these analyses. 
 
3.5 Discussion 
I found high point estimates for phylogenetic signal in median date of phenology and 
plasticity, but the low levels of species replication meant there was considerable 
uncertainty in these estimates and I cannot discount the possibility that phylogenetic 
signal is low. The point estimate for phylogenetic signal in |Blat-b| was low. I found that 
event type and growth form predicted variation in plasticity in phenological response, 
but that none of the ecological variables were significant predictors of variation in 
median date of phenology or |Blat-b|. The comparative analyses conducted here lacked 
power, as they were limited by the number of species for which flowering and leafing 
data were available.  
In contrast to previous work (e.g. Fitter & Fitter 2002; Iversen et al. 2009; Jia et al. 
2011; Panchen et al. 2014), I did not identify any significant predictors of the median 
date of phenology. In addition to the number of species, the mixture of leafing and 
flowering phenology may have limited the ability of this approach to detect the 
influence of predictors. The posterior means from the Date model suggested that 
woody species had later phenology, leafing was earlier, wind pollinated species later 
and less shade tolerant species later, although all had very wide credible intervals. 
None of the herbaceous species included in this analysis used vegetative phenology 
data, so the influence of growth form, a predictor in earlier work (Iversen et al. 2009; 
Hensel & Sargent 2012), may be confounded with event type. Similarly, while 
pollination strategy has previously been found to predict flowering time (Fitter & Fitter 
2002), leafing phenology was used for most of the woody, wind-pollinated species in 
these analyses. This means that though wind-pollinated trees may flower early 
(Rathcke & Lacey 1985), their leafing phenology is driving the results here. An 
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expanded approach, examining the leafing and flowering phenology of more species in 
the UKPN data, may be better able to detect predictors of phenological timing.  
The type of phenological event, i.e. whether it was flowering or leafing, was found to be 
a significant predictor of the estimates of phenological plasticity, with flowering 
substantially more plastic than leafing. It has been suggested that plastic responses to 
temperature may vary for different events as they respond to different temperature 
cues (Davies et al. 2013). If the degree of plasticity differs among phenophases of a 
species, it could have implications for plant fitness, particularly through impacts on 
pollination. For example, wind pollinated trees often flower before leaf emergence, 
when pollen dispersal is least impeded (Rathcke & Lacey 1985). Highly plastic 
flowering responses in such species could be advantageous if early flowering enables 
them to take advantage of early season conditions. If flowering responses are delayed 
under some conditions, then pollen movement may be impeded as flowers coincide 
with leafing phenology. Plasticity in flowering may also affect interactions with insect 
pollinators (e.g. Kudo & Suzuki 2002; Rafferty & Ives 2013), or change the timing 
available for seed development. In some temperate plants therefore, there may be 
advantages to highly plastic responses in flowering. In contrast, for areas of high inter-
annual climate variability such as the Mediterranean, phenological plasticity in 
vegetative growth may be more important for plant fitness through impacts on survival 
(Milla, Castro-Díez & Montserrat-Martí 2010).  
Other studies have found that the plasticity of flowering and vegetative growth events 
(Sola & Ehrlén 2007; Davies et al. 2013) and other phenophases such as flowering and 
fruiting correlate positively (Rathcke & Lacey 1985; Primack 1987; Kudo & Suzuki 
2002). The species for which I used flowering observations may be more responsive 
than those with leafing observations, and so conclusions about the plasticity of 
different phenophases cannot be made from this analysis alone. Further work on 
species for which both flowering and leafing records are available from the UKPN data 
would enable this result to be tested, and the correlation between flowering plasticity 
and leafing plasticity assessed.  
Species with woody growth were found to be more plastic than herbaceous species, 
which could be linked to the longer life spans and generation times of woody plants. 
They are exposed to more temporal variation in selection for the ability to respond to 
environmental cues like temperature than shorter-lived herbaceous species (Chevin et 
al. 2013; Duputié et al. 2015). Woody growth forms have been linked to spring 
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flowering strategies (Hensel & Sargent 2012), and species of this form may be able to 
use their stored resources and pre-developed aboveground parts to respond more 
speedily to temperature cues than herbaceous species. My results indicate that prior 
knowledge of the focal phenological event and a species’ growth form may be useful in 
making predictions about plastic responses to temperature cues under climate change. 
Contrary to other work (Fitter & Fitter 2002; Davies et al. 2013; Mazer et al. 2013), I 
found no evidence that species with earlier phenological events showed greater 
plasticity in their phenological responses to temperature cues.  
Although event type and growth form were identified as predictors of plasticity in this 
analysis, they are likely to be highly confounded with one another, and therefore these 
results should be interpreted very cautiously. The majority of species for which leafing 
phenology was used were woody perennials, and most flowering data was for 
herbaceous species. Only two species were truly informative for these predictors in the 
Plas model; blackthorn and dogrose, both woody species for which I used flowering 
data. To test the effect of having limited informative data I re-ran the plasticity model 
with either growth form or event type. In these models only event type was nearing 
significance, suggesting that colinearity may be a problem in the full model. Future 
analyses that estimate rates of plasticity across a wider range of species and events 
could be used to better investigate these ecological predictors.  
No significant predictors of |Blat-b|, a measure of the degree of local adaptation, were 
found. The directions of the relationships indicated by the posterior mean estimates in 
the Blat model were very shallow for median phenology, habitat breadth and pollen 
vector. The results indicated that leafing may have higher |Blat-b|, as may those with a 
higher minimum age at first flowering. However, the variance passed to the model may 
not capture measurement error very well due to absolute Blat-b’s non-Gaussian 
distribution. Across all species the median measurement variance for |Blat-b| was 1.91, 
higher than that of plasticity alone (median variance = 0.49); therefore, there was in 
effect less information for each species with which to perform the comparative 
analysis. 
If further analyses were to reveal that leafing events have a greater degree of local 
adaptation to temperature than flowering, it may indicate that some phenophases are 
more likely to respond to temperature through microevolutionary processes over 
latitudinal gradients. Similarly, if flowering were found to respond more plastically to 
forcing cues in future work (as indicated here), it would suggest that different 
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phenological events respond differently to changes in temperature cues under climate 
change. It should be noted however that many studies have demonstrated that plastic 
and locally adapted responses are not mutually exclusive (reviewed in Franks et al. 
2014), therefore the same phenological event may exhibit both. 
A major limitation of the analyses performed here is that I did not conduct a full 
exploration of the cues. A multinomial phylogenetic model that explored predictors of 
cue type (e.g. the temp, phototemp or doubletemp cues from Chapter 2) would be an 
informative approach to analysing interspecific differences in cues. In particular, 
understanding what predicts the importance of photoperiod versus chilling cues would 
be interesting, as there is still debate over their relative importance (e.g. Basler & 
Körner 2012, 2014; Laube et al. 2014). There was not enough power to test this with 
cue information for only 22 species, so further work in this area would be beneficial. 
The approach utilised here to estimate slopes, accounting for measurement error, has 
not been previously used for phenological studies of plant species (but see Roy et al. 
2015 for an example using butterfly data). Expanding the analyses to include more 
species could provide more informative estimates of phylogenetic signal. It should be 
noted however, that even when phylogenetic signal is detected in plant phenology, it 
may not mean that phenological sensitivity to abiotic variation (and thus response to 
climate change), is phylogenetically conserved. Closely related species may occupy 
different abiotic environments that they respond to, despite having similar 
physiological mechanisms underpinning timing of phenology (CaraDonna & Inouye 
2015). 
In this work, I found some evidence that traits such as growth form may be important 
for predicting phenological responses to temperature cues across species, and that 
these responses may vary depending on the phenological event. Understanding the 
influences on plasticity and local adaptation for different aspects of phenological 
response is important, as there is evidence that these processes impact on the 
conservation of climatic niches in plants. Whether climatic niches can be conserved 
through plasticity may also help determine which species require geographical range 
shifts to persist under climate change (Amano et al. 2014). While these analyses had 
insufficient power to reveal significant phylogenetic signal in the species responses 
tested, further work including more species could determine whether there are any 








Do understorey flowering plants track spatial variation 








Species interactions between and within trophic levels may be affected by shifting 
phenologies under climate change. Intraguild phenological interactions that could be 
affected include competitive and facilitative relationships, yet the potential for such 
interactions to be disrupted is relatively unstudied and poorly understood. In 
temperate deciduous woodlands few attempts have been made to project how 
intraguild interactions, such as the competition for light among plants, could change. I 
set up Track a Tree; a novel citizen science project to examine the spring phenology of 
interacting plant species in UK woodlands. Citizen scientists collected repeat 
observations of tree leafing phenology and the flowering of selected understorey 
species, during springs 2013-2015. I used these records to examine the relative 
phenology of i) oak versus three ground flora species; (ii) birch versus bluebell and iii) 
oak versus three other canopy tree species. I found that first leafing and peak flowering 
of oaks versus wood anemone, lesser celandine and bluebell were correlated over 
space. The time between canopy leafing and flowering in these species was spatially 
consistent (major axis slopes did not differ significantly from 1). If temperature-
mediated plasticity determines these species’ phenological responses, my results 
suggest that understorey flowering may be able to track canopy leafing under future 
conditions, maintaining shading interactions in UK woodlands. The relative phenology 
of oaks versus birch and ash was also spatially consistent, but varied for oaks versus 
sycamore. This finding suggests that the order of leafing in oaks and sycamore may 
change in future, thus altering the competitive relationship between the two species. 
My results indicate that many native woodland plant shading interactions may be 
resilient in the face of climate change. However, these patterns were observed over 
space and further work would be needed to see whether they are transferable to the 
relative phenology of woodland species over time. 
  




Phenological timing determines not only the environmental conditions that individuals 
are exposed to, but also the biological interactions they experience, interactions which 
in turn influence selection on phenological timing (Elzinga et al. 2007). The well 
documented shifts in phenology resulting from changes to the climate (Settele et al. 
2014) do not affect different species, or individuals of the same species uniformly 
(Fitter & Fitter 2002). Consequently, where biotic interactions are dependent on 
synchronous timing, variation in the degree of phenological shift could lead to 
mismatch (Durant et al. 2007). Understanding if and how phenological mismatch 
occurs is important, as mismatches could affect the demography and population 
dynamics of species (Miller-Rushing et al. 2010).  
Existing work on how differing phenological responses to climate may affect interacting 
species has primarily focussed on trophic interactions (Harrington, Woiwod & Sparks 
1999; Donnelly, Caffarra & O’Neill 2011). A major analysis of phenological time series 
across numerous taxa, found a difference in the rate of phenological change over time 
at different trophic levels (Thackeray et al. 2010). Differences in the rate of 
phenological response to temperature between, or within, trophic levels could arise 
through different mechanisms. Species may respond to different temperature cues (see 
Chapter 2; Ovaskainen et al. 2013; Roberts et al. 2015) or exhibit differing slopes of 
plasticity in response to such cues (see Chapter 2;Vitasse et al. 2010; Donnelly et al. 
2012), leading to species shifting their phenology by different degrees in response to 
climate change. The range of phenological shifts species exhibit may include delays in 
addition to advances, or there may be no clearly discernible shift in response to 
temperature (Cook et al. 2012b). An incomplete understanding of the type of 
phenological shift (e.g. an advance or delay) a species will experience, may make 
detecting potential phenological mismatches more difficult. This could apply especially 
to mismatches within the same trophic level (CaraDonna et al. 2014) where shifting 
phenology may lead to changes in competition for resources, and for which an 
appropriate ‘yardstick’ measure (as advocated by Visser & Both 2005) may be lacking. 
Most studies that have investigated the impact of phenology on species interactions 
have done so by examining a specific interaction between particular species (e.g. 
predator-prey, see Durant et al. 2005) at a single site over time, to test whether they 
might be maintained or disrupted as environmental conditions alter under climate 
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change. Broader studies have shown that the phenology of plants and generalist 
pollinators exhibit similar rates of advance (Bartomeus et al. 2011), yet other work has 
suggested that plant-pollinator interaction network structure may be disrupted by 
phenological mismatch in bee and forest understorey communities (Burkle et al. 2013). 
In herbivorous insect-plant interactions, the degree of phenological synchrony can be 
crucial for the fitness of the herbivore (van Asch & Visser 2007) or affect the severity of 
defoliation of the host plant (Foster et al. 2013), therefore shifts in phenology may lead 
to deleterious mismatch on either side of the interaction.  
The disruption of other types of phenological interaction, particularly within trophic 
levels, has received little attention, bar some work to investigate intraguild predation in 
various taxa (Walther et al. 2002; Rasmussen et al. 2014; Anderson et al. 2015), and 
nesting competition in penguins (Lynch et al. 2012). However, it is well recognised that 
intraguild interactions may also depend on temporal synchrony and so be subject to 
potential mismatch (Miller-Rushing et al. 2010). Recent work on the variation of 
phenological responses in a plant community (CaraDonna et al. 2014) highlighted the 
importance of studying such neglected interactions to gain insight into how 
competition for resources, or pollination patterns between interacting species, may be 
affected. Intraguild interactions between plants may provide insights into the effects of 
phenological shifts on community structure (e.g. via competition) and community level 
responses to climate change (Brooker 2006). 
Amongst plants, the phenological timing of different species impacts competition for 
resources (Rathcke & Lacey 1985), which may be abiotic, such as light or soil resources 
(Dunnett & Grime 1999), or biotic, such as pollinator availability (Campbell & Motten 
1985; Mitchell et al. 2009). In deciduous woodland systems, the competition for light 
during spring influences the relative phenology of plant species in the community, with 
the characteristic vegetative development progressing from herbaceous species to 
shrubs and then canopy trees (Salisbury 1921). The light available at the woodland 
floor is influenced by canopy leafing phenology (Anderson 1964) and is important for 
the successful vegetative growth and reproduction of woodland herbs (Blackman & 
Rutter 1946; Valverde & Silvertown 1998; Whigham 2004; Dahlgren et al. 2007), 
orchids (Shefferson et al. 2006), understorey woody species (Augspurger et al. 2005) 
and juvenile trees (Vitasse 2013). 
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Light availability also contributes to the composition of the understorey (Thomsen et 
al. 2005), as shading impacts on the fitness and survival of particular species in 
different light environments. Work during the mid-twentieth century found that 
variation in the density of bluebells in mixed deciduous woodland is correlated with 
light intensity at the forest floor (Blackman & Rutter 1946), demonstrating the 
influence of light on geographic variation in understorey plant communities. Woodland 
understorey species have been categorised according to their degree of shade tolerance 
(Sparling 1967) and different strategies impose trade-offs on growth under varying 
light conditions (Henry & Aarssen 1997; Augspurger & Salk 2016).These strategies may 
also contribute to woodland understorey composition via their effects on plant fitness. 
In advanced shade, some understorey species may exhibit a reduction in successful 
seed set, as fruit production may be dependent on the photosynthetic activity during 
high irradiance levels before canopy closure (Kudo et al. 2008). Low light intensity has 
also been shown to limit the regeneration of different canopy tree species in woodland, 
including Ash (Fraxinus excelsior) and Beech (Fagus sylvatica) (Emborg 1998). 
Changes in climate may result in shifting relative phenologies of plant species in mixed 
deciduous woodland. This could affect shading relationships and competition for light, 
leading to the success of one species relative to another and ultimately affecting the 
species composition of such systems (Kramer, Leinonen & Loustau 2000). A recent 
analysis of the historic Marsham dataset indicated that the order of spring leafing in UK 
tree species may shift under projected climate scenarios (Roberts et al. 2015), in part 
due to chilling cues (such as those identified in Chapter 2) no longer being met for some 
species, such as birch. Such shifts could alter the competition for light amongst trees 
and seedlings and, in the absence of other limiting factors, lead to shade trees with high 
growth rates and long life spans (e.g. beech, ash and sycamore) dominating (Ellenberg, 
1986). Although intraspecific variation in phenological response has been 
demonstrated over space for some species (Menzel et al. 2006b; Primack et al. 2009), 
little is known about the relative phenology of species across UK plant communities, 
which would tell us about any spatial variation in their phenological relationships.  
Intra-trophic phenological interactions across space may expose geographic variation 
that can be used to predict changing patterns in the future. Assuming that the cues and 
plasticity underpinning phenology are transferable from space to time, the relative 
phenology of different species can be used to help predict whether the order of spring 
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events is likely to shift under climate change. Examining the relative phenology of 
canopy and understorey species across the UK will help test whether shading 
interactions in woodlands will be maintained under climate change. Box 1 shows 
scenarios of how the relative phenology of woodland species could vary over space, and 
hypotheses associated with such patterns. 
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Citizen science has proven to be an effective method for conducting ecological 
monitoring over large geographic areas (Schmeller et al. 2009; Dickinson et al. 2010). 
The UK Phenology Network (UKPN) collects data via the Nature’s Calendar 
(www.naturescalendar.org.uk), citizen science project, and its records have been 
widely used to document shifts in phenology (e.g. Amano et al. 2010) and to identify the 
environmental cues and spatial variation in the responses of different species (e.g. 
Chapter 2; Phillimore et al. 2012, 2013). The existing UKPN dataset has many 
advantages including a very large number of observations spanning a wide range of 
common UK species over 15 years. However, it does not hold information on the 
phenology of interacting species, the phenology of individuals or the habitat where a 
phenological event was observed. Therefore, investigation of phenological interactions 
and the shading relationships of woodland plants across the UK would benefit from a 
new approach. Any new citizen science project should build upon the experiences of 
previous plant phenology schemes, such as PlantWatch in Canada (Beaubien & Hamann 
2011). In addition, it should take into account general issues faced by citizen science 
approaches, including observer error (Dickinson et al. 2010), and recorder effort, such 
as weekend bias (Courter et al. 2013).  
To address the lack of in situ observations of phenological interactions over space and 
time I developed Track a Tree, a novel UK-wide citizen science project. Participants in 
Track a Tree monitor the spring phenology of an individual tree (or several trees) 
within woodland and the associated flowering phenology of selected understorey 
species. The project focuses on plant species that compete for light during spring in 
order to explore how shading relationships in woodland plants may be affected by 
climate change. In this chapter I use Track a Tree to test, i) whether canopy and 
understorey phenology is correlated in space? ii) Whether the relative phenology of 
different species pairs is consistent over space? iii) Whether the order of phenological 
events is geographically consistent? Where spatial replication permits, I will address 
the same questions considering the relative phenology of selected tree species. To 
supplement sparse data from the North of Scotland, in the analysis of tree species pairs 
I will include observations of tree leafing collected on a 40 site transect between 
Edinburgh (55°97'N -3°39'W) and Dornoch (57°89'N -4°08'W). 
  




4.3.1 Phenology data 
The Track a Tree project 
The Track a Tree citizen science project was piloted in 2013 and launched across the 
UK in 2014 (www.trackatree.org.uk). Details that follow refer to 2014 onwards, and I 
will highlight where this represents a change from 2013 pilot protocols.  
Volunteers were asked to take part in two stages of data collection for Track a Tree. 
First, participants selected a tree within woodland and recorded information about the 
site and the tree itself. Trees were located in woodland of a minimum size 100m x 
100m and participants selected the focal tree(s) at random using a die to choose 
between candidates. Additional measures were taken including the girth at breast 
height (m) of the tree, the aspect of the tree’s location, and density of the woodland. 
The precise location of the site (including latitude and longitude) was obtained via a 
Google Earth based mapping tool on the Track a Tree website. 
For the second stage of data collection volunteers revisited and monitored the 
phenology of the tree and a range of understorey flowering plants (see Table 1) on a 
regular basis, with weekly visits recommended from the time of selection until the tree 
was entirely in leaf. On each visit the phenological stage of the tree was observed and 
recorded as one of the following; no budburst, first budburst, partial budburst, entire 
tree budburst, first leaf, partial leaf and entire tree in leaf. Any flowers present beneath 
the canopy were counted and allocated to a flowering number category (1-5, 6-10, 11-
25, 26-50, 51-100, over 100). Flowers were only counted once the petals had opened 
enough to see inside the flower itself, and each flowering stem was counted as one 
flower. On each repeat visit the date was recorded, which meant that I could obtain 
upper and lower bounds on when the different phenological events occurred. 
Uncertainty in the precise date of events such as first leafing could then be taken 
account of in the analyses. 
The complete protocols that Track a Tree observers followed can be seen in Appendix 
B, which includes the field guide, field workbook and field recording forms that were 
made available to participants. Recorders were asked to enter observations into the 
database via the Track a Tree website. After the pilot study in 2013, the protocols were 
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Scottish transect data 
Additional tree phenology observations were obtained from a 40 site transect running 
between Edinburgh (55°97'N, 3°39'W) and Dornoch (57°89'N, 4°08'W) in Scotland (see 
Appendix C for a map of these sites). Each site was visited every two days between mid-
March and June in 2014 and 2015, as part of a larger project, and the phenology of 8-10 
trees recorded. Tree first leafing was defined in the same way as Track a Tree, and 
therefore I used these observations to supplement the sparse data available from Track 
a Tree in the North of Scotland. 
 
4.3.2 Statistical analyses 
Relative phenology of canopy and understorey species 
To examine the relationship between the phenology of selected tree and understorey 
species (highlighted in Table 1) I considered both as a bivariate response in a Bayesian 
generalised linear mixed model (Hadfield 2010). Uncertainty in the date of tree and 
flower phenology was accounted for by treating observation upper and lower bounds 
as interval-censored Gaussian (Hadfield et al. 2013; Bjorkman et al. 2015), meaning 
that it was equally probable for the event to have occurred at any point in this interval. 
The mixed model included site, year of observation (as a factor), individual tree ID and 
a residual term as random effects and I estimated the variances and co-variances for 
these terms.  
Models were run for 60,000 iterations, discarding the first 10,000 as burn-in and 
sampling every 100th iteration to get posterior sample sizes of 5,000. I visually 
inspected traces of the posterior distributions of focal parameters to check for model 
convergence. Parameter expanded priors were used for the (co)variance components 
and priors for the residual term were drawn from the inverse Wishart distribution with 
V = I and v = 0.002. 
The model intercepts estimate mean phenology of each species in space and time, and 
the (co)variances estimated across sites were used to calculate the correlation between 
each two species over space. The major axis slope estimate was calculated on the basis 
of (co)variance components to investigate trends in relative phenology over space. The 
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same approach could be used to estimate slopes over time (e.g. Phillimore et al. 2012), 
but temporal replication in Track a Tree records was insufficient to do so. This was 
deemed more appropriate than the standard regression slope as the aim of these 
analyses was not to determine whether the phenology of one species predicted the 
phenology of another, but rather whether the phenology of the two species is 
coincident (Warton et al. 2006). I used 95% confidence intervals to assess whether 
slope estimates were < 1. 
I used the bivariate modelling framework to compare a limited selection of species for 
which data was collected via the Track a Tree project. For tree phenology records to be 
informative, the event date needed to have lower and upper bounds; upper bound = the 
date a phenological event was observed, and lower bound = the date when the event 
was last not observed. For the tree species, the phenological event used for analysis 
was first leafing. This phenophase was selected over others (e.g. first budburst), as field 
experience suggested it would be less prone to observer error, particularly when 
monitoring mature trees. The primary tree species analysed were silver birch and the 
two oak species. Pedunculate and sessile oak observations were combined as they 
occupy a similar niche, have similar responses to their phenological cues (see Chapter 
2) and can be difficult to distinguish from one another in the field when their 
characteristics overlap. Silver birch records from Track a Tree were analysed as ‘birch’, 
which is how this species was recorded on the Scottish transect. This decision was 
taken due to the difficulty distinguishing silver birch (Betula pendula) and downy birch 
(Betula pubescens) and their hybrids from one another in the field when their 
characteristics overlap. As a result of this, my findings cannot be ascribed to a single 
oak or single birch species, but must be assumed to describe closely related species that 
occupy similar niches. There is also some evidence that silver and downy birch also 
exhibit similar phenological responses to temperature (Myking & Heide 1995; Junttila, 
Nilsen & Igeland 2003; Heide 2003). I compared the relative phenology of the oak 
species and a measure of peak flowering of bluebell, wood anemone and lesser 
celandine, and silver birch and peak flowering of bluebell. These were the species 
deemed to have an adequate replication of records across the UK. I took peak flowering 
to be the date when the highest flowering category was reached. This measure was 
chosen in order to minimise the sensitivity of the flowering phenology records of 
individual early-flowering plants, which may bear little relation to the population trend 
of a particular species at a site.  
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Relative phenology of canopy species 
In addition to the tree-understorey flowering plant comparisons, I analysed the relative 
phenology of several tree versus tree combinations: oaks versus, i) birch, ii) ash, and, 
iii) sycamore. Additional data obtained from a transect of Scottish sites supplemented 
the tree phenology observations from Track a Tree in these models. Tree phenology 
was a bivariate response and site, tree ID, year and a residual term as random effects. 
For site and year, I also estimated the covariance in the phenology of the two tree 
species. Priors were the same as the canopy tree versus understorey relative phenology 
models. 
Latitudinal trends in phenology 
The latitudinal trends in phenology for each species in the canopy tree versus 
understorey analyses were examined with the phenology of each individual species as 
the response (interval censored Gaussian), latitude of the site as a fixed effect, and site 
and year as random effects. I estimated the intercept and regression slope for each 
species. Priors were drawn from the inverse Wishart distribution with V = 1 and v = 
0.002. 
All statistical analyses were conducted in R (R Core Team 2012), using the MCMCglmm 
mixed model package (Hadfield 2010). 
 
4.4 Results 
4.4.1 Track a Tree 
Excluding the records from the core site at Roslin Glen, the total number of sites (which 
serves as a proxy for number of active recorders, assuming a 1:1 ratio between 
recorders and sites) at which trees were monitored over the three years was 109. In 
total 224 trees were monitored across these sites with an average of two trees per site 
and a maximum of seven. The number of sites varied between years. In the pilot year of 
2013, 21 sites (in addition to Roslin Glen) were monitored. In 2014 (the project launch 
year), 97 sites were monitored, and this dropped to 51 in 2015.  
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For the focal species analysed in this chapter, informative records were obtained for 73 
pedunculate, 28 sessile oaks and 58 birches observed between 2013-15. The focal 
ground flora were observed under 27 oaks and 7 birch trees for wood anemone, 27 
oaks and 11 birch trees for lesser celandine and 56 oaks and 18 birch trees for bluebell. 
As wood anemone and lesser celandine were observed under fewer than 15 birch trees, 
these species pairs were not analysed further as there was insufficient replication. 
Additional records of birch, ash and sycamore were obtained from the Scottish 
phenology transect data, and comprised 58 oaks from 22 sites, 134 birch from 38 sites, 
14 ash from 10 sites and 40 sycamore from 17 sites.  
 
4.4.2 Relative phenology 
The number and spatial distribution of flowering and leafing records varied between 
the focal species selected for the canopy tree versus understorey analysis (Fig 1). 
  




Figure 1. Spatial distribution for Track a Tree records of, a) oaks (pedunculate and sessile), and, b) 
birch, first leafing. Distributions of, c) wood anemone, d) lesser celandine, and, e) bluebell, peak 
flowering are limited to records that occur under one of the above tree species. 
Records for the two oak species were the most numerous and associated with the least 
uncertainty in the analyses, therefore I first consider the phenology of the oaks relative 
to the three understorey flowering species. Peak flowering of wood anemone was 
found to occur approximately 22 days earlier than the oaks first leafing (oaks mean 
first leafing day 119.55, 95% CIs = 89.15 – 146.86 and wood anemone mean peak 
flowering day 97.74, 95% CIs = 81.18 – 114.65). Their phenology was highly correlated 
in space (r=0.73). The median major axis slope indicated that relative phenology shows 
some variation across space, being considerably shallower than 1, but was marginally 
non-significant (Table 2, Fig. 2a). In this case, the more limited spatial coverage and 
replication of wood anemone records (Fig. 1c) may have affected the ability of the 
analysis to accurately detect spatial patterns in relative phenology. 
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The peak flowering of lesser celandine was also found to occur before the oaks first 
leafing dates by approximately two weeks (oaks mean first leafing day 116.25, 95% CIs 
= 93.58 – 141.90 and lesser celandine mean peak flowering day 102.09, 95% CIs = 
73.10 – 134.97). Their phenology was significantly correlated over space (r= 0.63) and 
relative phenology did not depart from constancy (slope = 1) (Table 2, Fig. 2b).  
The mean timing of the oak species first leafing and bluebell peak flowering was found 
to be highly synchronous (oaks mean first leafing day 118.67, 95% CIs = 87.33 – 148.59 
and bluebell mean peak flowering day 118.37, 95% CIs = 89.81 – 152.49). Their 
phenology was highly correlated across space (r= 0.78, Table 2). The relative 
phenology did not differ significantly and the major axis slope was close to 1, with 
credible intervals overlapping 1 (Table 2, Fig. 2c). 
Table 2. Correlations and median major axis slopes between the first leafing and peak  
flowering phenology of species pairs in space. 95% credible intervals in parentheses. 
Species pair Correlation Major axis slope 
Oaks/wood anemone 0.73 (0.03, 0.995) 0.39 (-0.09, 1.02) 
Oaks/lesser celandine 0.63 (0.14, 0.97) 0.69(-0.08, 1.93) 
Oaks/bluebell 0.78 (0.55, 0.95) 0.81 (0.51, 1.16) 






Figure 2. Major axis slopes for oaks first leafing vs a) wood anemone, b) lesser celandine and c) bluebell peak flowering. Median major axis slope = black. Major axis 
slopes for remaining posteriors = turquoise. Dashed line corresponds to phenological synchrony. Points represent the mean phenology at each site in each year 
where 2013 = orange, 2014 = grey and 2015 = black.  
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Birch records from Track a Tree had a similar geographic distribution to the oaks, but 
spatial patterns in relative phenology were estimated with less precision. Only the 
relative phenology of birch and bluebell was analysed, and mean first leafing of birch 
was found to occur approximately 11 days before peak flowering of bluebell (birch 
mean first leafing day 106.65, 95% CIs = 73.83 – 134.11 and bluebell mean peak 
flowering day 117.25, CIs = 94.59 – 142.83). Birch first leafing and the peak flowering 
of bluebell were not significantly correlated across space (Table 2). The median major 
axis slope was below 1, but not significantly so, which means that there is no evidence 
that relative phenology differs over space (Table 2, Fig. 3). There is however, a great 
deal of uncertainty in the major axis slopes. 
 
 
Figure 3. Major axis slopes for birch first leafing vs bluebell peak flowering.  
Median major axis slope = black. Major axis slopes for remaining posteriors  
= turquoise. Dashed line corresponds to phenological synchrony. Points  
represent the mean phenology at each sitein each year where 2013 = orange, 
2014 = grey and 2015 = black. 
The relative phenology of oaks versus birch, ash and sycamore revealed differences in 
their mean first leafing phenology. Birch exhibited earlier leafing phenology than the 
oak species by approximately 10 days (oaks mean first leafing day 122.97, 95% CIs = 
96.62 – 148.42 and birch mean first leafing day 112.75, CIs = 82.98 – 143.11). Ash first 
leafing was approximately 8 days later than the oak species (oaks mean first leafing day 
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120.24, 95% CIs = 90.11 – 150.74 and ash mean first leafing day 128.09, CIs = 110.16 – 
147.61) and sycamore was earlier by approximately 11 days (oaks mean first leafing 
day 120.37, 95% CIs = 96.52 – 144.08 and sycamore mean first leafing day 109.44, CIs = 
65.09 – 165.89). 
Phenology of the oak species and birch was highly correlated over space (r= 0.78), as 
was the phenology of the oaks and ash (r= 0.81). In contrast, the oak species and 
sycamore phenology was not correlated over space (Table 3). 
The major axis slopes of the oak species versus birch and ash show that their relative 
phenology did not depart from constancy (Table 3, Fig. 4). The relative phenology of 
the oaks and sycamore varied over space, with the median major axis slope below 1 
(0.04), and credible intervals did not overlap 1 (Table 3, Fig. 4), implying that as oak 
phenology changes over space, sycamore phenology shows no change. 
Table 3. Correlations and median major axis slopes between the first leafing  
phenology of tree species pairs in space. 95% credible intervals in parentheses. 
Species pair Correlation Major axis slope 
Oaks/birch 0.78 (0.55, 0.94) 0.96 (0.71, 1.31) 
Oaks/ash 0.81 (0.45, 0.99) 1.04(0.52, 1.63) 








Figure 4. Major axis slopes for oaks first leafing vs the first leafing of a) birch, b) ash and c) sycamore. Median major axis slope = black. Major axis slopes for 
remaining posteriors = turquoise. Dashed line corresponds to phenological synchrony. Points represent the mean phenology at each site in each year where 2013 = 
orange, 2014 = grey and 2015 = black. 
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4.4.3 Latitudinal trends in phenology 
Latitudinal trends in the phenology of the species in the tree-understorey analyses 
were detected (Fig. 5). The slopes for each species report the estimated delay in 
phenology for an increase of one degree of latitude. All species showed a significant 
tendency for later phenology further north and slopes ranged from 2.29 days/°N in 
lesser celandine to 3.31 days/°N in the oak species. The slopes for the oak species and 
bluebell indicate that at different latitudes the order of oak first leafing and bluebell 
peak flowering may differ (Fig. 5). 
 
Figure 5. Latitudinal trends in the phenology of oaks (dark green), birch  
(light green) first leafing and wood anemone (dark pink), lesser celandine  
(gold) and bluebell (blue) peak flowering. Length of each line corresponds  
to the latitudinal range for which there are records of each species. 
 
4.5 Discussion 
First leafing of the oak species was correlated with peak flowering of wood anemone, 
lesser celandine and bluebell over space. The major axis slopes of all tree-understorey 
species pairs did not depart from constancy, suggesting that relative phenology did not 
differ over space for any of these interactions. The spatially consistent relative 
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phenology between the canopy trees and understorey species in this analysis suggests 
that woodland ground flora phenology tracks that of the canopy species over space. If 
this phenological tracking is due to plasticity in response to phenological temperature 
cues, for which there is evidence in plants (e.g. Chapter 2, Kramer 1995; Vitasse et al. 
2010; Franks et al. 2014) and other species (e.g. Phillimore et al. 2010; Hodgson et al. 
2011; Roy et al. 2015) then a space-for-time substitution approach may be predictive. 
Assuming that this is the case (as Chapter 2’s analyses suggested may be reasonable for 
a number of UK species), phenological tracking over space indicates that phenological 
interactions between these species may be maintained under future climate conditions. 
In particular, it suggests that shading relationships may not be disrupted.  
Of the tree species pairs examined, oaks versus birch and ash were correlated over 
space, and their major axis slopes did not depart from constancy. Phenology of the oak 
species and sycamore was not correlated over space and the major axis slope was 
significantly below 1. Again, assuming that plasticity is the major determinant of 
phenological shifts, this finding suggests that while oak leafing may change in future, 
sycamore leafing may not. This could change the order of spring events where the 
species co-exist (as projected for some tree species in Roberts et al. 2015), and alter 
competitive relationships between them. Examining relative phenology over space 
might therefore be a useful indicator of future intra-guild phenological relationships. 
In the canopy tree versus understorey analysis based on Track a Tree observations, the 
model intercepts for each species represent the mean phenological timing of an event 
and indicate the order of spring events in these woodland species. The mean timing of 
peak flowering of wood anemone and lesser celandine were both well before the oaks 
first leafing, and for bluebell peak flowering was found to occur at approximately the 
same time as the oaks first leafing. Peak flowering occurring consistently earlier, or at 
the same time as oaks coming into leaf is a strategy to optimise light levels available to 
these flowering plants, and corresponds to earlier findings (Salisbury 1921; Henry & 
Aarssen 1997). This is in contrast to the peak flowering of bluebell and first leafing of 
birch, the timings of which were found to overlap. Birch species have an open and light 
canopy structure (Beck et al, 2016a), and as light levels are higher under birch, it may 
not be a limiting factor that understorey flowering species need to track in order to 
achieve successful growth and reproduction. 
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The relative phenology of the canopy tree versus canopy tree combinations is 
consistent across space for two sets of species pairs, as birch first leafing occurs 11 
days earlier and ash first leafing eight days later than the first leafing of the oak species. 
These differences in phenological timing may reflect the shade tolerance of the 
different tree species, with ash exhibiting a greater tolerance than the light demanding 
birch (Ellenberg, 1986). The UK forms part of the native range of these species, and the 
consistent phenological sequence may also arise out of their differing successional 
position in temperate woodland communities (Beck et al. 2016a; b; Eaton et al. 2016). 
Birch species are regarded as pioneer species that can colonise open areas of poorer 
soil that are subsequently overtaken by the climax shade trees such as ash (Ellenberg, 
1986), and birch species have historically leafed earlier than both oak and ash (Roberts 
et al. 2015). Given a chilling requirement in birch (identified in Chapter 2 and Roberts 
et al. 2015), one may predict the relative phenology to be different in the south where 
temperatures are warmer. However, the tracking of oaks and birch identified here may 
suggest that chilling is adequate in the south, or that birch and oak species respond to 
broadly similar cues.  
In contrast to the above tree species pairs, relative phenology of the oak species and 
sycamore is not consistent across sites. Unlike the oak species, sycamore leafing shows 
little geographic variation, which is consistent with the lack of latitudinal gradient 
found for this species in Chapter 2 (see Fig 3, Chapter 2). The spatial variation in 
relative phenology could arise in several ways. Although I found photoperiod and 
forcing temperature to be cues for sycamore leafing (Chapter 2), sycamore has 
previously been regarded as a photoperiod insensitive species (Basler & Körner 2014) 
and recent model evidence suggests that it responds to a chilling cue (Roberts et al. 
2015). If this chilling cue were not being met in parts of the UK, it could help to explain 
the spatial variation in the relative phenology of sycamore and the oak species. 
However, sycamore is usually regarded as a naturalised non-native species whose 
native range is central and southern Europe (Pasta, de Rigo & Caudullo 2016), where, 
due to the continental climate, chilling may be greater than that experienced in the 
oceanic climate of the UK. Other variables such as soil moisture could also be affecting 
the phenological cues used by sycamore. In addition, little is known about the genetic 
origin of sycamore populations initially planted in the UK (Hubert & Cundall 2006) and 
so it is possible that its current phenological variation across space may be influenced 
by the phenological variation of the source population. 
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The approach taken in these analyses was restricted by the available data from the 
Track a Tree project. Data were only drawn from three years and the analyses based on 
the informative records submitted to the project. This meant that the spatial coverage 
of phenology observations of the selected species was limited. For example, the number 
of records for wood anemone is close to the minimum required for analyses to be 
informative. With further years of observations at an increased number of sites, spatial 
relationships may be estimated with greater precision for the species included in this 
study. The method of analysis may also influence the accuracy of these findings. Sites 
are treated independently in the modelling framework, but are themselves spatially 
structured, which at present the models do not capture. The key consequence of 
ignoring spatial autocorrelation is that credible intervals will be underestimated in the 
analyses. 
Thus far, attempts to investigate the relative phenology of interacting woodland species 
have been limited, but work across different trophic levels (tree-caterpillar-passerine-
avian predator) has demonstrated differences in phenological correlations over time 
(Both et al. 2009). With additional years of data, Track a Tree observations could be 
used to test how correlated the phenology of canopy trees and understorey flowering 
plants are over time. Gaining insight into the relative phenology of other woodland 
species interactions would require additional monitoring across trophic levels in future 
years of the Track a Tree project. This would enable further exploration of how 
phenological relationships in woodland communities may change. 
The Track a Tree protocol was designed to address a number of the deficiencies of 
existing phenology based citizen science schemes. Repeated visits made by recorders to 
the same individual trees meant that the uncertainty in the timing of events could be 
captured as upper and lower bounds. The species selected for monitoring provided 
informative data on the relative phenology (and associated shading interactions) of UK 
woodland communities, as well as the phenology of randomly selected individuals. 
Track a Tree data therefore addressed some of the requirements for general good 
practice to account for observer bias in citizen science projects (Devictor, Whittaker & 
Beltrame 2010; Dickinson et al. 2010) as well as approaches advocated for plant 
phenology schemes based on the experiences of PlantWatch in Canada (Beaubien & 
Hamann 2011).  
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The spatially consistent relative phenology of the canopy tree and ground flora species 
included in this analysis suggests that if temperature-mediated plasticity is the major 
determinant of each species’ phenology, understorey flowering may be able to track the 
timing of canopy leafing under future climate conditions. This indicates that some of 
the shading interactions that take place in UK woodlands may be resilient in the face of 
temperature change. Such interactions are affected by additional factors which are not 
captured in this analysis (such as moisture and soil), and understanding the impact of 








Interspecific differences in the components of variance 








Species interactions may be affected by shifting phenologies under climate change, with 
mismatch occurring when the temporal overlap of interacting species is low. The 
degree of mismatch may be buffered by variance in the phenology of interacting 
species, both in local populations and over space. Here, I define such buffering as the 
situation where variance in phenology leads to some overlap in the temporal 
distribution of two events, while the means are substantially mismatched. The capacity 
of temperate deciduous woodland trees for buffering mismatch has not been widely 
studied, due to limited data on full phenological distributions. Participants in the citizen 
science project; Track a Tree, monitor the spring phenology of interacting tree species 
in UK woodlands. Using phenology observations from Track a Tree I examined the 
contributors to variance in leafing for seven tree species. I first partitioned the variance 
in phenology over space, between years and between individual trees and found that 
contributors differed among species. Spatial variables were important, whereas the 
variance within a site and year was low for all species except sycamore. Low 
intraspecific within site variance suggests that for most species, their capacity to buffer 
phenological interactions at a particular site may be limited. I then examined whether 
three ecological variables; aspect, woodland density and girth at breast height (gbh), 
predicted variation in oak and birch species. Aspect was found to be a significant 
predictor for birch, but with an effect that was counter to my prediction, and no other 
variables were significant. These findings contribute to the understanding of factors 
that influence phenological distributions in different tree species. Interspecific 
differences in the amount of variance among years, and between sites, suggests that the 
degree of mismatch and buffering of species that interact with trees is likely to vary 
among tree species. 
  




Some biotic interactions are dependent on synchronous timing of phenological events. 
Variation in the degree of phenological shift as a result of a changing climate (Fitter & 
Fitter 2002; Settele et al. 2014) could lead to mismatch in these interactions (Durant et 
al. 2005, 2007). Concerns about phenological mismatch (e.g. Thackeray et al. 2010, as 
discussed in Chapter 4), rely on the assumption that the means, variances and 
skewness of phenological distributions of species will impact on interspecific 
interactions (Fig. 1, Miller-Rushing et al. 2010). Most studies have used the difference 
between a mean measure of two phenological distributions  (e.g. first or peak dates of 
an event) to assess the opportunity for interaction (e.g. Doi et al. 2008). However, the 
opportunity for species to interact with one another is dependent on the overlap in 
their temporal distributions and other characteristics of the distribution such as 
variance or skew (CaraDonna et al. 2014), species abundances (Durant et al. 2005, 
2007) or ontogeny (Yang & Rudolf 2010) may be important influences. These 
influences have not been extensively investigated, in part due to a paucity of relevant 
data. Phenology observations of randomly selected individuals from populations of 
different UK tree species, collected via the Track a Tree project (see Chapter 4); provide 
an opportunity to explore the variance as well as the mean of phenological 
distributions. 
Understanding the phenological distributions of different species, and the extent to 
which they could change is important not only for examining specific cases of 
mismatch, but for understanding wider community responses to changing conditions 
(Forrest & Miller-Rushing 2010; Revilla et al. 2014). As the degree of overlap between 
phenological distributions is affected by their variances (Fig. 1c & d), examining the 
variance in phenology may therefore help determine how much a population could be 
buffered from mismatch with interacting species in situ. I define buffering by variance 
as the situation where variance in phenology leads to some overlap in the temporal 
distribution of two events, while the means are substantially mismatched. The degree 
of variance in a phenological distribution may also enable buffering with respect to 
variation in the abiotic environment, i.e., high variance may allow some individuals to 
experience benign abiotic conditions even if the mean timing is mismatched. 
Phenological buffering of interactions could occur among individuals in very close 
proximity, or on a within site scale, e.g. mismatch occurring in a population on one side 
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of a valley but not the other, or over larger scales, e.g. mismatch occurring in one 
population but not another. Temporal buffering may also occur, when the degree of 
matching is greater in some years than others. Furthermore, how intraspecific 
distributions of phenological events vary over different spatial scales can tell us about 
how a species’ phenology behaves under different environmental conditions (see also 
Chapter 2). This can provide insights into how future climate changes could affect 
phenological interactions within and between populations.  
 
Figure 1. A schematic of the phenological distributions of interacting species where species 1 = black, 
species 2 = red and phenological overlap = grey. a) Phenologies are synchronised, and distributions 
largely overlap, b) the phenological distribution of species 1 has shifted to a greater extent than the 
distribution of species 2, c) peak phenology is synchronised but variance in species 2 is greater and d) 
species 1 has shifted to a greater extent than species 2, but the greater variance in species 2 means a 
greater proportion of their distributions overlap than in situation b). Adapted from Both et al. 2009 
and Miller-Rushing et al. 2010. 
The within year variation in the phenological records of a species in the same location, 
or across multiple locations describes the phenological distribution under similar or 
differing conditions. Information about phenological variance may improve our ability 
to identify potential mismatch, or phenological buffering between interacting species. 
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Variance in phenology may act as a buffer at different scales. Within a particular 
community, variance between species may be important for generalists that interact 
with multiple species. Within a species, the variance of a population at a site in a 
particular year may be an important buffer for more specialist interacting species. For 
example, an extended flowering period has been found to increase resilience to short 
term pollinator deficits in Mertensia fusiformis (Forrest & Thomson 2010).  
A common criticism of many existing phenology datasets is that records have 
traditionally focussed on the first events observed in a population (Forrest & Miller-
Rushing 2010), such as those recorded by the Nature’s Calendar project (see Chapters 2 
and 3). While first dates may be informative about spatial and year-to-year variance in 
phenology (Chapter 2), they do not contain information about the within year variance 
within a population. In order to examine the distribution of phenological events within 
a species, observations of random individuals within a population are necessary 
(Miller-Rushing et al. 2010). The protocols for the Track a Tree project (Chapter 4) 
require recorders to randomly select individual trees in UK woodlands. This means that 
Track a Tree observations can tell us about the phenological distributions of the tree 
species in the project by assessing the variation within the records. 
Within woodland communities the impacts of canopy tree phenology on species they 
interact with is a consequence of the variation both within and between tree species, as 
well as other variables. Understanding the factors that affect the phenological 
distribution of woodland tree species could therefore shed light on potential future 
impacts on, for example, the successful growth and reproduction of ground flora 
species (Chapter 4), the abundance of herbivorous invertebrates (e.g. Tikkanen & 
Julkunen-Tiitto 2003; Foster et al. 2013) and subsequent food availability for nesting 
passerines (Both et al. 2009). In addition, other factors such as woodland management 
through coppicing can also strongly influence flowering dates of ground flora species 
(Salisbury 1921).  
The variance in leafing phenology of a woodland in any particular year is a result of the 
phenological variation in the tree species that make up the woodland, and of variation 
between individuals of the same species. Within site and intraspecific variation may be 
influenced by ontogenetic, genetic, microsite or microclimatic factors, and is important 
as it determines the level of potential phenological buffering at a particular location. 
Such local scale effects will influence the degree of mismatch that may be experienced 
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by interacting species within a population in a particular year. Track a Tree records 
include observations of multiple individuals of the same species at a number of sites 
over several years, which will allow within site, within year variation to be estimated.  
Spatial variance in phenology across different woodlands may result from the different 
environmental conditions they experience, as phenological timing is influenced by 
certain temperature and photoperiod cues being met in different species, as well as the 
contributions of plasticity and local adaptation to phenological responses (see Chapter 
2). Within a particular year, spatial variation in phenology could mean phenological 
buffering occurs in some woodland communities but not others. UK wide monitoring of 
woodland tree phenology will allow spatial variation to be estimated, and provide 
insight into the potential for spatial buffering. 
Among year variance in phenology reflects the ability of individuals in a population to 
respond to different environmental conditions (that act as phenological cues) in 
different years. In plants, especially long lived species like trees, phenotypic plasticity is 
thought to be an important mechanism in responding to different conditions (Donnelly 
et al. 2012; Alberto et al. 2013; Franks et al. 2014). For this reason, we may predict that 
tree species exhibit higher variation between years (or between sites that experience 
different conditions) than within a year or site. The Track a Tree project provides a 
novel opportunity to test this by utilizing in situ phenology observations at multiple 
sites over several years, collected by citizen scientists. Additionally, as Track a Tree 
participants monitor the same individual trees over successive years, it provides data 
on how an individual varies over time, an important source of variation that has been 
recognised for decades (Salisbury 1921; Miller-Rushing et al. 2010). This is a key 
parameter in models of how populations may respond to climate change (Chevin et al. 
2010), yet remains under-recorded for trees. 
The variance in phenology among different tree species may reflect differences in cue 
use and strategy. This variance is important, as the phenological distributions of 
different tree species that make up woodland communities will influence potential 
buffering (either at a single site or in different woodlands). For generalist species that 
interact with woodland trees, the phenological variance among species within a site 
may act as an important buffer. For specialist interacting species, the variance in 
phenology of specific tree species may determine the degree of mismatch that they may 
experience within a woodland in a given year. Species that have a stronger plastic 
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response to environmental variables (e.g. temperature, as estimated in Chapter 2), 
might be expected to exhibit greater variance in phenology than those with a weaker 
plastic response. Track a Tree participants record eight tree species therefore this 
dataset will allow the phenology of different species to be compared. 
Investigating phenological variation within tree species has traditionally used common 
garden scenarios (provenance trials), where trees from different origins are grown at 
the same location (e.g. Vitasse et al. 2009) or an observational approach based on 
population means (Chapter 2), therefore studies of individuals in nature are rare 
(Franks et al. 2014). The Track a Tree project takes a citizen science approach to 
gathering in situ observations in order to quantify sources of variation. As well as 
recording phenological observations, participants in the Track a Tree project collect 
additional information about the trees and sites they monitor. These variables can 
therefore be tested as predictors of phenological variation. While citizen science 
projects can vastly increase the spatial range of phenological records available, a 
drawback is that there may be under-sampled areas (Dickinson et al. 2010; Beaubien & 
Hamann 2011). Track a Tree had fewer participants in the North of Scotland, therefore 
to maximise the geographical spread of records, tree phenology observations from a 
Scottish transect of 40 sites will supplement those from the citizen science scheme. 
The main aim of this chapter is quantify sources of phenological variation among 
individuals, and over time and space, for eight tree species across the UK. I will address 
this by, i) partitioning the variance in phenology of trees monitored by the Track a Tree 
project and a Scottish transect of 40 sites, focussing on the variation across space 
(between both grid cells and sites), variation between years and variation among 
individuals within a site and year, and, ii) testing the factors that predict variation in 
phenology in addition to the key spatial variables, using information collected for the 
Track a Tree project. This chapter will identify whether there are differences among 
tree species in the contributors to phenological variance. 
  




5.3.1 Phenology data 
Tree phenology data was obtained via the Track a Tree project 
(www.trackatree.org.uk), from 2013-15, and supplemented by records from a 40 site 
Scottish transect in 2014 and 2015. For full collection protocols for Track a Tree and 
the transect see Chapter 4 methods and Appendix B. The analyses in this chapter were 
based on records of the tree species listed in Table 1. 
Table 1. Tree species included in the Track a Tree scheme and monitored on the Scottish transect.  
Tree species Binomial Total number of trees† 
Pedunculate oak Quercus robur 
159 
Sessile oak Quercus petraea 
Birch species Betula pendula/Betula pubescens 192 
Ash Fraxinus excelsior 46 
Sycamore Acer pseudoplatanus 66 
Rowan Sorbus aucuparia 14 
Hazel Corylus avellana 23 
Beech Fagus sylvatica 26 
†Combined number of trees recorded via Track a Tree and on the Scottish transect. Note that 
numbers of the oak species are combined as per the analyses. 
 
5.3.2 Statistical analyses 
For tree phenology records to be informative about uncertainty, the event date needed 
to have lower and upper bounds, as described in the methods of Chapter 4. The 
phenological event used for analysis was first leafing, as it was less prone to observer 
error than first budburst. Pedunculate and sessile oak observations were combined, 
and silver birch records from Track a Tree analysed as ‘birch’, for the reasons stated in 
Chapter 4. 
Variance partitioning 
To partition the variance in phenology of the tree species highlighted in Table 1, I 
considered tree leafing observation upper and lower bounds as interval-censored 
Gaussian response (Hadfield et al. 2013; Bjorkman et al. 2015, Chapter 4) in a Bayesian 
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generalised linear mixed model (Hadfield 2010). This means that the precise timing of 
an event was treated as being equally probable at any time within the interval. 
Additional data obtained from the transect of Scottish sites supplemented the tree 
phenology observations from Track a Tree in this model. 
The mixed model included the intercept (estimating the grand mean) for each species 
as the sole fixed effect and grid cell (each 1°cell of latitude and longitude), site, year of 
observation (as a factor), individual tree ID, the interaction between grid cell and year 
(to assess any geographical differences in among year variation) and a residual term as 
random effects. I allowed the variances for each random term to differ among species. 
Models were run for 600,000 iterations, discarding the first 100,000 as burn-in and 
sampling every 50th iteration to get a posterior sample size of 10,000. I visually 
inspected traces of the posterior distributions of focal parameters to check for model 
convergence. Parameter expanded priors were used for the variance components and 
priors for the residual term were drawn from the inverse Wishart distribution with V = 
I and v = 0.002. 
Predicting variation in phenology 
To attempt to identify variables that affect the phenology of the tree species highlighted 
in Table 1, I took a two stage approach, firstly exploring the contribution of spatial 
variables for all species. The Spatial model used data obtained from the transect of 
Scottish sites in addition to the tree phenology observations from Track a Tree. 
In a mixed model framework with tree leafing as the response (interval-censored 
Gaussian), species and the interactions between species and latitude, longitude and 
elevation of the site were included as fixed effects. Grid cell, site, year of observation (as 
a factor), tree ID and a residual term were included as random effects. Due to the small 
contribution to variance of the grid cell:year term in the variance partitioning model, it 
was excluded here for simplicity. Variances were allowed to differ among species. The 
model was run as above, using the same priors as the variance partitioning model. 
The Ecological model used phenology observations from the Track a Tree project only, 
as additional variables recorded as part of the project protocols were available. In this 
model, only records for silver birch and the two oak species were included, as these 
focal tree species had the greatest spatial coverage and number of observations. 
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I used the same mixed model framework with tree leafing as the response. In addition 
to latitude, longitude and elevation, girth at breast height (gbh) of the tree, aspect of the 
tree’s location and density of the woodland were included as fixed effects. Girth at 
breast height was included to indicate tree maturity, aspect to indicate the temperature 
microclimate and density of the woodland to indicate the level of competition for light. 
Random effects were grid cell, site, year (as a factor), tree ID and a residual term, and 
variances were allowed to differ for ‘birch’ and ‘oak’ categories. The model was run as 
above, using parameter expanded priors for the variance components and priors for 
the residual drawn from the inverse Wishart distribution with V = I and v = 0.002. 
All statistical analyses were conducted in R (R Core Team 2012), using the MCMCglmm 
mixed model package (Hadfield 2010). 
 
5.4 Results 
5.4.1 Variance partitioning 
Mean dates of phenology were estimated using the intercepts of each species in the 
variance partitioning model (Fig. 2). Mean date of phenology is reported here, but 
medians are reported for the subsequent variance results, as means were a poor 
measure of central tendency for the variance components due to long-tailed posterior 
distributions. The model estimated the greatest uncertainty in UK-wide mean leafing 
date for rowan (day 118.97, 95% CIs = 79.28 – 155.39), and least for ash (day 127.17, 
95% CIs = 111.92 – 144.19), with uncertainty affected by both sample size and 
intraspecific variation. 
  




Figure 2. UK-wide Mean tree leafing phenology estimated by the variance partitioning model. 
Species are plotted in order of mean phenology and bars represent 95% CIs. *denotes focal tree 
species. 
Variance in phenology differed among species (Fig. 3). To aid interpretation, a variance 
of 1, 10 or 100 would imply that 95% of the observations lie within an approximate 
range +/- 2, 6 or 20 days. For rowan, some random effects were estimated poorly, with 
lower effective sample sizes (<1000) across grid cell, site, year and grid cell:year. The 
model’s ability to estimate these effects was likely influenced by the sparse data 
available for rowan. Caution should therefore be taken when interpreting these 
variances. 
  




Figure 3. Posterior estimates of variance in phenology a) across 1°grid cells, b) across sites within grid 
cells, c) between years, d) among individual trees, e) for grid cell:year and f) residual variance 
estimated by the variance partitioning model. Species are plotted in order of mean phenology. Dots 
represent medians and bars represent 95% CIs. *denotes focal tree species.  
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Species differed greatly in the total variance in phenology and how it was partitioned 
(Figs. 3 and 4). The total variance was lowest in sycamore and ash, and greatest in 
rowan and hazel (Fig. 4). Across 1° grid cells variance in phenology differed widely 
between species (Fig. 3a). Spatial (among grid cell) variance was low for hazel, 
sycamore and beech, with medians below 13 for all three and the narrowest CIs found 
for hazel and sycamore. The median variance for the remaining species was between 
67.78 for oak and 182.00 for rowan, which also exhibited the greatest uncertainty 
associated with the estimate (Fig. 3a). 
Variance across sites was more consistent across species (Fig. 3b), with the median 
estimated to be less than 50 for all species bar hazel (median = 51.60), and beech 
(median = 88.75). It was lowest for sycamore, which was also associated with less 
uncertainty (median = 9.30, Fig. 3b). Birch and oak exhibited a similar variance and had 
small CIs across sites (birch median = 28.67 and oak median = 29.99, Fig. 3b), while the 
estimate for rowan was associated with the highest uncertainty (Fig. 3b). 
The variance over time (between years) differed widely among species, but was 
associated with high levels of uncertainty for all (Fig. 3c). The median estimate was 
lowest for ash (median = 32.02, Fig. 3c) and highest for hazel (median = 268.42). The 
grid cell:year variance (which corresponds to geographical differences in the among 
year variance) was small (under 17) for all species except beech (median = 24.68), 
which was also associated with the greatest uncertainty (Fig. 3e).  
Among individual trees, median variances were generally low (Fig. 3d), being under ten 
for birch, oak and rowan, while sycamore had the highest (median = 47.35, Fig. 3d). CIs 
were fairly narrow across all species. Median residual variances were mostly below 26 
and had small CIs (Fig. 3f), with 0.06 for rowan the lowest and 30.47 for ash the 
greatest (Fig. 3f). 
  




Figure 4. Variance components from the variance partitioning model (calculated as median 
estimates from the posterior distributions). Species are plotted in order of mean phenology. 
*denotes focal tree species. 
 
5.4.2 Testing other sources of variation 
The Spatial model estimated the influence of latitude, longitude and elevation on 
variation in tree leafing of all seven species and spatial trends differed among them 
(Table 2 and Fig. 5). For latitude, longitude and elevation, the trends estimated for 
rowan were dramatically different from the other species, both in terms of magnitude 
(Figs. 5a and b) and direction (Fig. 5c), which may be ascribable to colinearity between 
latitude and elevation data for this species. 
For all species except hazel, more Northerly latitudes delayed phenology (Fig. 5a), and 
latitude was a highly significant predictor for birch, rowan, oak and ash. For three of 
these species the mean delay in phenology lay between 2.84 – 3.21 days/°N, while for 
rowan the posterior estimate was noticeably higher (mean = 21.18 days/°N, Table 2, 
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Fig. 5a). Of the species where Northerly latitudes delayed phenology, the shallowest 
slope was estimated for sycamore (mean = 1.23 days/°N, Table 2, Fig. 5a). 
Trends across longitude exhibited the greatest variation among species. More Easterly 
longitudes were estimated to advance phenology for hazel, oak and ash, and delay it for 
the remaining species. Longitude was not a significant predictor for any of the tree 
species, but was close to significance for rowan, which also had the highest mean 
estimate of 10.18 days/°E (Table 2, Fig. 5b). 
Increasing elevation delayed phenology in all species except rowan (mean = -9 
days/100m, Table 2, Fig. 5c). It was a significant predictor for birch, beech, rowan and 
oak. For species where elevation predicted a delay to phenology this ranged between 1 
– 6 days/100m, with the shallowest slope estimated for sycamore. 
Variances from the Spatial model show that it accounted for most of the variance in 
phenology across grid cells (median = 2.33 – 32.13) for all species. The variance across 
sites was also reduced for all species (median = 3.79 – 45.18), though the reduction was 
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Figure 5. Spatial trends in the posterior mean of tree leafing phenology estimated across a) latitude, b) longitude and c) elevation by the Spatial model. Length of 
each line corresponds to the range of the spatial variable for which there are records of each species. Phenology as ordinal day. *denotes focal tree species. 
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The Ecological model tested additional variables collected by the Track a Tree project 
as predictors of phenological variation in birch and oak, the focal tree species for which 
records had the greatest spatial and temporal replication (Table 3). As in the Spatial 
model, latitude and elevation were found to be significant predictors for these species, 
but only one of the additional variables was significant and only for birch. For birch, a 
South facing slope significantly delayed phenology (mean = 4.86, Table 3). Like the 
Spatial model, variances in the Ecological model were reduced across grid cells and 
sites, but remained high across years. 
Table 3. Parameters for the Additional Variables model estimated via MCMCglmm. Asterisks 




























































 Corresponds to level ground (aspect) and dense woodland (density) 
  




The degree of, and major contributors to, variance in phenology differed widely among 
the tree species analysed. A key finding was that variance across individuals (within a 
site and year) was low for all species bar sycamore. This suggests that within most 
species, there is a low capacity for variance to act as a buffer for phenological 
interactions within a particular site and year, or may only act at a small scale. The 
contribution of spatial variables to variance in phenology indicates that buffering may 
operate over space for these species, but such buffering will also depend on the spatial 
covariance between interacting species (see Chapter 4).  
Relatively low among individual variance was found for six of the seven taxa. For the 
oak species I found among individual variance that corresponds to approximately 95% 
of the within site and year leafing observations falling within a 10 day range (with an 
upper CI of 17). This result, and the associated expectation of limited within site and 
year phenological buffering, contrasts with previous findings where budburst dates of 
36 pedunculate oaks varied by up to 25 days at a single site (Crawley & Akhteruzzaman 
1988). The lower among individual variance in this analysis may be partly due to the 
accuracy with which it was measured. Far fewer trees of the same species were 
monitored at any single site, with a maximum of seven observed at Track a Tree sites, 
and 10 at transect sites. For some species this maximum was much less, and so 
increasing the number of individuals of the same species observed at different sites 
would improve estimates of among individual variance. It is possible that among 
individual variance within a site may be non-constant over time, if the phenological 
plasticity of individual trees differs. This could be explored with more data from 
individuals at the same site over a number of years.  
Further work to explore within site variance in phenology is required to better assess 
the ability of individuals of the same species to buffer phenological mismatch of 
specialists. The spatial scale at which consumers of different trophic levels experience 
trees in their environment will also influence the impact of among individual 
phenological variation. The differing phenology of individual trees has been 
demonstrated to affect the abundance and composition of invertebrate herbivores they 
support (Crawley & Akhteruzzaman 1988), and although this work suggested that 
ovipositing female insects may be able to select between trees of different phenological 
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stages, the scale at which this occurs remains underexplored. Within site phenological 
variation of tree leafing has also been shown to correlate with tit breeding times, with 
tree phenology and food availability important at local scales for individual birds (Cole 
et al. 2015; Hinks et al. 2015). Phenological synchrony among trees within a site may 
therefore reduce opportunities for buffering at several trophic levels, and emphasises 
the importance of not only understanding variance at a site scale, but also recognising 
the spatial scale at which species interactions take place. It should also be noted that 
buffering of generalists at a site may be largely determined by the among species 
variance in phenology, so community composition may play an important role in 
phenological buffering.  
Sycamore, a non-native naturalized species in the UK, exhibited a noticeably higher 
among individual variance. This could be a result of high levels of genetic variance 
influencing its phenology in environments outside its original range. Previous work has 
examined the spring phenological response of non-native and invasive species and 
found that successful invaders may be those that are most able to track seasonal 
temperatures via plasticity (Willis et al. 2010; Davis et al. 2010) and exploit early or 
late seasonal niches (Wolkovich & Cleland 2011; Wolkovich et al. 2013). Higher levels 
of among individual phenological variance may also influence the success of non-
natives under climate change, and impact not only on the buffering of interacting 
generalist species, but the long term composition of woodland communities if they are 
able to exploit a broader temporal niche than other species. Predicting how phenology 
may affect plant invasions under climate change has become increasingly important 
(Wolkovich & Cleland 2014), and further exploring the phenological variance of non-
natives may help contribute to understanding of the role of phenological niche breadth 
in their success. 
The differing degree of temporal (among year) variance found for the tree species in 
this analysis is likely to be attributable to plasticity (Donnelly et al. 2012). Plasticity 
plays an important role in the phenological buffering (Nicotra et al. 2010) of an 
individual’s response to changes in environmental conditions. There is evidence that 
some species with early year phenology exhibit greater temporal variability (Fitter & 
Fitter 2002; Sparks & Menzel 2002; Menzel et al. 2006b; a). Assuming that temporal 
variance is largely attributable to temperature-mediated plasticity (comparable to the 
approach described in Chapter 2), plasticity was most pronounced in hazel, a woody 
species with early mean phenology (Fig. 2), and weakest in ash, which had the latest 
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mean phenology of the species analysed here. My finding that the smallest contribution 
of temporal variance was for ash concurs with the lowest estimate of plasticity in 
response to forcing temperature in Chapter 2 also being found for ash (-3.18 days/°C). 
All species exhibited low levels of grid cell:year variance, which suggests that temporal 
variance, and thus plasticity (following my assumption above), does not differ 
geographically. Further evidence that plasticity is relatively constant across the UK was 
found in Chapter 2 (Fig. A3 in Appendix A). 
In the variance partitioning analysis I found residual variance in phenology to be 
relatively small for all species, although it was highest for ash. The residual variance 
may include the influence of microsite effects (e.g. through soil or microclimate) that 
vary among species, and non-directional observer effects (directional observer effects 
are likely to be contained in the grid cell and site spatial variances). Observer error is 
often thought to be a major issue with data collected by citizen scientists. However, in 
testing the contribution of observer error to residual variance in Canadian phenology 
records, Beaubien and Hamann (2011) found that records from experienced observers 
are only slightly less variable than those from novices, and so observer effects may not 
account for much variance in this analysis. In addition, the residual variance will 
include any within individual among year variation, i.e. how much an individual differs 
from the general temporal (across year) variance. 
Results from the Spatial model showed that significant spatial predictors differed 
among species (Table 1) but that latitude, longitude and elevation explained almost all 
variance across grid cells and most between sites, except for hazel. No spatial variables 
were significant for sycamore, which was reflected in shallow slopes across latitude, 
longitude and elevation, both in this analysis (Fig. 5), and that of Chapter 2 (Fig. A1 in 
Appendix A). In contrast, trends for hazel leafing in Fig. 5 included a negative trend 
across latitude and a steep slope across longitude, with later leafing predicted in the 
West, despite these variables not being significant. Previous work modelling hazel 
flowering across Europe found a strong W-E gradient in date of onset (Schleip et al. 
2009). The result here may reflect a difference in the impact of longitudinal gradients 
on different phenological events, or be due to a lack of power in these analyses to 
detect the true trends. Trends across longitude showed the most variation among the 
tree species (Fig. 5), which could reflect non-linearity in the relationship between 
longitude and phenology. Longitude only neared significance in rowan, for which the 
Spatial model did not appear to successfully disentangle the colinearity between 
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predictors. In addition, fewest observations were available for rowan, so the smaller 
geographic spread of this species may have impacted on the ability of the analysis to 
effectively model spatial predictors.  
The Spatial model was limited in its use of linear terms for gradients over latitude and 
longitude. In Chapter 2, I looked at the spatiotemporal trends of phenology using 
records from the Nature’s Calendar project for all the tree species, bar hazel, analysed 
here. For all species except beech, a model that included the interaction between 
latitude and longitude, and where they were subject to quadratic relationships 
performed better than one which did not include these more complex terms (see Fig. 3 
in Chapter 2). My analysis in Chapter 2 found more variable patterns in phenology over 
longitude, which is also seen in the results from the Spatial model and may reflect more 
complex temperature clines over longitude. However, my previous findings suggest 
that this analysis may have been limited in its ability to fully detect spatial trends. 
Elevation predicted a delay in phenology for all species except rowan, where the trend 
was likely affected by the limited range of elevations for which records were available. 
For the remaining species, the delay in phenology ranged between 1 days/100m for 
sycamore to 6 days/100m for birch, beech and oak. The delay likely reflects the 
altitudinal temperature gradient, which has been shown to influence leaf unfolding in 
deciduous tree species through phenological plasticity (Vitasse et al. 2013). The among 
species differences in the trends across latitude, longitude and elevation may arise 
through the varying contribution of phenotypic plasticity and local adaptation to 
temperature across space, for which there is evidence from common garden 
experiments and provenance trials (e.g. Ducousso et al. 1996; Vitasse et al. 2013). 
Of the additional predictors included in the Ecological model, only South-facing slopes 
were found to be a significant predictor, for birch. Seemingly counter-intuitively, South-
facing slopes were found to delay phenology in birch species. However, birch leafing 
requires a chilling cue to be met (identified in Chapter 2; Caffarra et al. 2011) and this 
may be reached more slowly on South-facing slopes. Although earlier work detected a 
six day difference in flowering phenology on opposing slopes at a single site (Jackson 
1966), in an analysis based on widespread Canadian phenology observations, exposure 
(both slope and aspect) did not contribute to phenological variation. The authors 
suggested this may be due to the microclimatic effects arising through exposure being 
less detectable at larger scales (Beaubien & Hamann 2011). My result for oak could 
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therefore be evidence (see also Iversen et al. 2009) that small scale, within site 
environmental variation may not be a major influence on the phenological distribution 
of some species at particular sites. 
The main limitation of the analyses conducted here was the number of records 
available. Records were limited by the spatial distribution of some species, especially 
rowan, and the number of years for which observations were available. This influenced 
how robust some of the model estimates were, and may have affected the ability of the 
models to detect the influence of some predictors, particularly in the Ecological model. 
Future analyses that include observations from subsequent years and of multiple 
individual trees within the same site would improve confidence in some of the model 
findings.  
Quantifying the phenological plasticity of individual trees was one of the initial aims of 
the Track a Tree project. I have been unable to test the within individual, between year 
variance in phenology explicitly in these analyses, as including this interaction in the 
variance partitioning model was confounded with the residual variance. With more 
years of data more robust estimates of this source of phenological variation will be 
possible. Variance in phenology has been examined for tree species alone in this work. 
Investigating the phenological variance of ground flora, or other interacting species 
would allow a more direct assessment of how the distributions of phenology may affect 
potential future mismatch. Expanding the approach taken here to more plant species 
may also enable a comparative analysis to test whether certain plant traits predict 
different types of variance. 
The differing degree of overall variance among the tree species (Fig. 4) suggests that 
the phenological distributions of different species may vary in their ability to act to 
buffer potential mismatch. Species exhibiting less variance, such as beech and 
sycamore, could have a smaller impact in decreasing the risk of mismatch in 
communities of interacting species, although how the variance is partitioned may be 
more important than the overall variance. Low within site, within year variance may 
mean that the ability of individual species to buffer mismatch at a particular site may be 
limited, with phenological buffering more likely to occur across larger spatial scales. 
The analyses undertaken here reveal that understanding the influences on the 
















Shifting phenology may affect how populations and communities respond to climate 
change, and therefore understanding phenological change is important for projecting 
the fates of species under future conditions. The aim of my thesis was to enhance our 
ability to project the consequences of temperature change for UK plants by: i) 
identifying the phenological cues used by different species, ii) estimating whether 
plasticity in response to these cues will be able to keep up with changes in their 
optimum phenology, iii) using space-for-time substitution to predict whether shading 
interactions in woodland plants will be maintained, and, iv) investigating the capacity 
for the phenological distributions of woodland trees to buffer potential mismatches. 
Citizen science collected data was central to my research and this gave me an 
opportunity to reflect upon and start to evaluate the role of citizen science as a tool 
available to researchers. I have been able to explore the potential for different citizen 
science approaches to address new questions about phenology. 
 
6.2 Phenological cues 
In modelling the temperature and photoperiod cues for 22 UK plant species for which 
phenology observations were available from the UK Phenology Network (UKPN) 
(Chapter 2), I found that there was considerable among-species variation in the time 
window during which they were most sensitive to forcing temperatures. The 
importance of ‘chilling’ versus photoperiod cues also varied between species, where 
those with later year phenology tended to be more sensitive to photoperiod and those 
with earlier year phenology tended to be more sensitive to ‘chilling’ temperatures. 
These findings lend support to the evidence that cue use varies among plant species 
(e.g. Morin et al. 2009; Basler & Körner 2012, 2014; Laube et al. 2014), but takes a finer 
scale time-window approach than previous work that has used mean monthly 
temperatures (e.g. Yu et al. 2010). Other recent work has also attempted to more 
accurately identify periods of climate sensitivity in multiple taxa (Thackeray et al. 
2016). My results also provide some support to the theory that ‘chilling’ cues may be 
more important to species with early year phenology, while interannually stable 
photoperiod cues may be particularly important in species with later phenology 
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(Polgar & Primack 2011). The degree of temperature change is projected to vary both 
spatially and temporally (throughout the year) under climate change. By contributing 
to the evidence for differences in the way species use phenological cues at different 
times of the year, this work indicates that there may be considerable variation in how 
plants will continue to respond to warming temperatures under climate change.  
The methods used to obtain the forcing and ‘chilling’ windows in Chapter 2 searched a 
greater parameter space than many previous approaches. This meant I was able to test 
a wider variety of time windows, and identify differences in important periods that may 
not be captured when looking at mean monthly temperatures. A shortcoming of this 
approach however, was that due to time constraints, I was unable to run a model that 
included both forcing and ‘chilling’ temperatures, and photoperiod. It may be that this 
combination would better reflect the cue use of some species. If this is the case, the 
accuracy of the subsequent estimates of plasticity, and the temperature sensitivity of 
the optimum (Blat and Blon) in Chapter 2 may have been affected, as the approach 
assumes that the correct cue has been identified (Hadfield 2016). Nevertheless, the 
modelling here provided a method with which to determine species for which including 
a photoperiod or chilling cue explains more of the spatiotemporal variation in 
phenology. The other key limitation of the linear modelling in this analysis is that it 
included photoperiod as a threshold to a period of forcing and was therefore unable to 
capture any more complex role that photoperiod might play. For example, photoperiod 
may only become an important cue when a period of chilling is inadequate (Caffarra et 
al. 2011a; Caffarra et al. 2011b; Laube et al. 2014). 
Future work to model the cues of a broad range of plant species could develop the 
approach here by integrating forcing and ‘chilling’ temperatures and photoperiod into 
the same model. It may also be advantageous to compare the findings of different 
modelling approaches, to see whether the same cues are consistently found (see 
Phillimore et al. 2013; Roberts et al. 2015 for previous attempts). To further test the 
pattern of cue use in early and late phenology species it would also be beneficial to 
expand future analyses to include more species for which the phenological timing is 
recorded. 
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6.3 Plasticity and adaptation 
In completing an analysis of the responses to the phenological cues identified in 
Chapter 2, I found that all species respond to forcing plastically in the range of -3 to -8 
days °C-1. This is in accordance with evidence of phenological plasticity from 
experimental work (e.g. Kramer 1995; Vitasse et al. 2010), and demonstrates the 
primary mechanism for the well documented shifts in phenology as climate warms 
(Nicotra et al. 2010). My finding that plasticity is likely to be able to track the optimum 
phenology in seven species utilises a new method to estimating Chevin et al's (2010) 
environmental sensitivity of selection, B. In four species, plasticity did not track the 
optimum, and this finding was consistent with evidence for clinal local adaptation to 
temperature which could place their phenology under directional selection in a 
changing climate. This demonstrated that species may exhibit both plastic and locally 
adapted responses to temperature, a finding that has previously been documented in a 
number of different studies (reviewed in Franks et al. 2014). Using phenology 
observations to estimate the ability of a species to keep up with changes in optimum 
phenology has rarely been attempted (but see Phillimore et al. 2016), due to the 
difficulty of estimating how optimal phenologies change as the environment does 
(known as the environmental sensitivity of selection, B in Chevin et al. 2010). The 
analyses here therefore provide an important demonstration of a recently developed 
approach to estimating B that could be applied more widely.  
The analyses I conducted in Chapter 2 also revealed some challenges in estimating B 
from spatial phenological data. Estimating B using the approach taken here relies on 
the correct phenological cues having been identified. As discussed in the previous 
section, the accuracy of the cues may have been compromised as I did not allow for a 
more complex model including ‘chilling’, forcing and photoperiod. Some of the species 
in the analysis may respond to a combination of these cues that I was unable to capture 
to pass on to the model of their responses. In addition, for some species, the direction of 
the estimates for Blat and Blon were different and inconsistent with the underlying 
theory (Hadfield 2016), which suggests that an additional third variable could covary 
with phenology and temperature differently over latitudes versus longitudes. This 
limited any conclusions about the ability of plasticity to track the optimum phenology 
in these species. Because of these limitations to the model, my findings should be 
viewed as hypotheses about the future phenological responses of the species tested. 
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Further experimental work would provide greater insights into species responses, as 
well as acting as a check on the robustness of my model estimates. 
Despite the challenges of using these methods to estimate phenological responses, the 
statistical approach I employ here has the potential to be applied to other existing 
phenology datasets of plants and other taxa. It could prove a useful tool for identifying 
species which may be less likely to keep up with their optimum phenology and that 
would benefit from further experimental exploration. As well as utilising this method 
more widely, attempting to integrate more complex cues would enable a greater degree 
of confidence in the ability of the models to estimate B. 
 
6.4 Species interactions 
My analyses addressing the relative phenology of woodland canopy tree and ground 
flora species in Chapter 4 provide one of the first attempts to look at the future of 
intraguild phenological interactions in woodland communities. I found that first leafing 
and peak flowering of focal canopy tree/ground flora species pairs were correlated 
over space and that their relative phenology was spatially consistent. For two native 
canopy tree species pairs, relative phenology was also spatially consistent, but it varied 
for one native versus non-native tree species pair. If the phenology of these species is 
determined by temperature-mediated plasticity, understorey flowering may be able to 
track canopy leafing in the future and shading interactions could be maintained. There 
has been a good deal of work exploring temperate deciduous woodland communities 
(e.g. Salisbury 1921; Blackman & Rutter 1946; Anderson 1964; Sparling 1967; Emborg 
1998; Whigham 2004; Augspurger et al. 2005), as well as some exploration of species 
interactions across trophic levels in such woodlands (e.g. Kudo et al. 2008). However, 
the degree to which phenological interactions between plant species could be affected 
by climate change has not been much examined, yet it is an important aspect of 
understanding the long term fate of these communities. My finding that the shading 
interactions of deciduous woodland canopy and understorey species may be 
maintained in future indicates that there may be some resilience of UK woodland plants 
to climate change. This inference is based on substituting spatial trends in the relative 
phenology of these species pairs for temporal ones. This is a useful approach for 
phenology data without adequate temporal replication, such as Track a Tree’s records. 
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However, it assumes that the driver of spatial trends also drives temporal patterns in 
phenology, an assumption that is not tested here.  
The analysis of variance in tree leafing that I conducted in Chapter 5 provides an insight 
into the phenological distributions of different tree species. This is important because 
both inter- and intraspecific variation in tree phenology could buffer the effect of 
potential mismatches with interacting species (such as herbivorous insects). I found 
that the contributors to variance differed among tree species but that spatial variables 
were important, and within site variance was low for all species except sycamore. This 
finding suggests that the phenological distributions of tree species are affected by 
differing variables, and that this may affect their ability to buffer mismatch with 
interacting species. Thus far, the data from Track a Tree has not been enough to 
robustly estimate the landscape and biogeographic drivers of phenology for the species 
analysed, and more observations from multiple individual trees (of a single or several 
species) at the same site would be required to address this. 
The records from Track a Tree have succeeded in indicating how interacting plant 
species may respond, although the short time-scale for achieving a research outcome 
from the Track a Tree project during a PhD limited the amount of data that could be 
collected. In addition, using a citizen science approach meant a trade-off between the 
complexity of the protocol and the amount of participation in Track a Tree. A clear 
progression of the project would be to expand to include other types of phenological 
interaction. Additional data could be collected for other taxa, and could for example, 
explore the relationship of canopy trees and herbivorous insects.  
Further work on phenological interactions in woodlands could expand on the citizen 
science approach taken here, as it enables spatial variation in phenology to be used as a 
tool to predict future responses. In particular, development of Track a Tree would 
benefit from, i) an expansion of the range of phenological interactions it monitors, and, 
ii) a focus on recording inter- and intraspecific variation in leafing phenology in 
woodlands, to explore the potential for local intraspecifc variation in timing to buffer 
mismatched interactions. 
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6.5 Comparative analyses 
I conducted phylogenetic comparative analyses on the date of phenology, estimates of 
plasticity and the ability of plasticity to track the optimum (an indicator of the degree of 
local adaptation) in Chapter 3. These analyses were underpowered due to an 
insufficient number of species and phenological events analyses. This prevented the 
phylogenetic signal and role of ecological predictors in these responses being estimated 
accurately. Despite this, the analyses were a useful exercise in identifying potentially 
useful predictors, and highlighted event type (leafing or flowering) and growth form 
(woody or herbaceous perennial) as variables that might predict the degree of 
plasticity in phenological response. The key difficulty in separating their influence 
arose from the fact that most woody species included only had leafing records 
available, and most herbaceous species only had flowering records available. A greater 
sample size would be required to disentangle the influence of these predictors, and any 
others that may be confounded. I did not identify any ecological variables that 
predicted the median date of phenology or my indicator of clinal local adaptation. 
Nevertheless, conducting comparative analyses on multiple elements of phenological 
response has thus far been understudied, and my approach demonstrates how this 
could be tackled. Future comparative analyses would therefore benefit from being 
based on the phenological records of, i) a greater number of species, and, ii) species 
that have more than one phenophase recorded. Estimates of plasticity and local 
adaptation for multiple phenological events could then be made for those species, and 
predictors for these aspects of their response investigated. 
 
6.6 Citizen science 
In using observations from the UKPN, collected by the Nature’s Calendar citizen science 
scheme, I employed recently developed statistical methods to explore questions that 
have rarely been addressed using this type of spatiotemporal phenology data. The 
techniques that I used could be applied to other datasets (e.g. from the schemes listed 
in Chapter 1) in order to assess the ability of plasticity to keep up with changes in the 
optimum phenology in more plant species, or other taxa (e.g. birds, see Phillimore et al. 
2016). The Nature’s Calendar data has clear strengths for conducting this type of 
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analysis, as it holds tens of thousands of records for a variety of common UK species, 
collected over 16 years. It monitors several phenological events throughout the year 
and has a good spatial coverage, all of which allows both spatial and temporal patterns 
to be analysed. Undertaking work using Nature’s Calendar also allowed me to assess 
some of the limitations that may be encountered by researchers using these data, which 
I have summarised in Table 1. 
The second part of my thesis (Chapters 4 and 5) relied on records from the Track a 
Tree scheme. In Table 2 I have highlighted the challenges faced by the project and the 
type of data collection it requires. From its inception it was clear that Track a Tree 
would require a greater level of commitment and knowledge than previous phenology 
citizen science schemes in the UK. The complexity of the protocols and the repeat visits 
required to obtain informative records meant that the potential audience for the 
project was limited from the outset. This is reflected in the number of recorders that 
participated in the project in 2014-15. The number of sites which were monitored and 
provided informative data dropped off from 97 to 51 over these two years. While the 
overall spatial coverage for some species was reasonable (see Chapter 4, Fig. 1), the 
limited number of sites meant that informative records were not obtained for a number 
of species monitored in Track a Tree. One of the major challenges in obtaining records 
via the project was ensuring that it reached an appropriate audience of potential 
participants. Improving links with organisations with woodland volunteer networks, 
interested individuals and educators may help increase the level of participation in 
future. For existing repeat Track a Tree recorders however, an important aspect of 
engaging them in the project was regular communication via the Track a Tree blog and 
social media accounts. Throughout the duration of the project 35 blog posts were 
written, and regular updates posted on Twitter (>850 followers) and Facebook (>460 
page likes). In addition, Track a Tree featured in several Nature’s Calendar newsletters, 
Woodland Trust publications and blog posts.  
There have been some attempts to draw up recommendations from plant phenology 
citizen science before, in particular by the Canadian PlantWatch scheme (Beaubien & 
Hamann 2011).These previous findings and the work I conducted using Nature’s 
Calendar data highlighted existing deficiencies in the Nature’s Calendar scheme (Table 
1), which I attempted to address when developing the Track a Tree project. While I 
succeeded in examining interacting species in woodland communities, monitoring 
random individuals in a population and capturing recorder effort, I encountered a 
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number of challenges in running the project (Table 2). To address these issues and to 
further develop Track a Tree, the project would benefit from establishing research 
partnerships with institutions such as the Centre for Ecology and Hydrology and Forest 
Research. Despite the challenges in setting up Track a Tree, I have demonstrated that 
during the course of a PhD it is possible to focus small-scale citizen science schemes on 
specific questions that will advance our understanding of phenological responses under 
climate change. Over short time-scales, the ability to use space as a substitute for time 
is particularly valuable. Although three years of records allowed me to examine year to 
year variance, it was not enough to estimate a slope over time. An additional and 
unexpected outcome of the project has been the research links made with the 
Sustainable Places Research Institute (SPRI) at the University of Cardiff. Dr Ria Dunkley 
from SPRI has conducted interviews with Track a Tree participants to examine their 
experiences of and motivations for taking part in the project. This work was presented 
at the European Citizen Science conference in May 2016, and is likely to be developed 
in future, continuing to contribute to an expanding body of work on the motivations 





Table 1. Deficiencies and challenges in the Nature’s Calendar scheme, recommendations to address these and potential future research links associated with the 
recommendations. 
Deficiency or challenge Recommendation Potential research links 
No measure of recorder effort. Include an optional field for recorders to submit a date the 
event was last ‘not observed’. This would mean each 
record was associated with a time window during which 
the event occurred. A similar approach has been taken by 
US project Nature’s Notebook. 
This date would provide a measure of error associated 
with each phenology record. This date could be passed to 
models used in research to take account of the uncertainty 
in the analyses.  
No environmental information (e.g. the 
type of habitat) is associated with 
phenological records. 
Include a field to describe the habitat category where a 
phenology observation was made. Categories could 







Collecting environmental information would allow the 
phenology of the same species in different habitats to be 
examined. This has recently been attempted for urban 
areas, where the influence of light pollution was studied 
(Ffrench-Constant et al. 2016).  
Including more habitat information would allow research 
to focus on one, or compare several, habitat types. 
No information on whether the same 
individual or habitat patch (e.g. pond) is 
recorded throughout the year, or 
between years.  
Include optional fields for recorders to submit this 
information. Project Budburst in the US and PlantWatch in 
Canada both have protocols for monitoring individual 
plants. 
The information could be used to examine how the 
phenology of individual organisms (e.g. trees) responds 
over time, which could be used to quantify plasticity 
and/or carry-over effects between seasons.  
Using habitat patch information could provide insight into 
how phenology at specific geographic locations varies. 
The geographical location of records is at 
a coarse resolution and is limited by the 
use of post-codes to define a recording 
site. 
Include an optional field for a more accurate grid-
reference or GPS location.  
Alternatively, users could be asked to draw a polygon on a 
base map (as in Track a Tree) to designate their usual 
recording area. Any records outside this area could be 
submitted using additional location data.  
Accurate location data could be used obtain site 
characteristics.  
For studies examining species that interact with one 
another, detailed location data would allow an assessment 
of the likelihood of interactions between them. 
Accurate location data would improve record matching 






The work outlined in this thesis contributes both to the current state of knowledge of 
UK plant phenology, and to the breadth of approaches that can be used in phenological 
research. The analyses of Chapters 2 could be used to help identify further hypotheses 
about the contributions of plasticity and local adaptation that could be explored 
experimentally. The findings in Chapter 3 indicated that applying a consistent method 
to many species would enable more robust comparative analyses to be conducted in 
future. In particular, these chapters highlighted the need for estimates of plasticity and 
local adaptation to be made for a wider variety of species and for successive 
phenophases in the same species. This work also provided an example of how recent 
statistical tools can be employed to draw new conclusions from existing spatiotemporal 
phenology datasets. The development of the Track a Tree project and the analyses 
conducted in Chapters 3 and 4 demonstrated how novel citizen science projects can be 
used to examine and predict possible phenological mismatches. While new schemes 
may not necessarily be the best approach in a crowded market place for citizen science, 
developing existing schemes to include optional recording tasks or challenges would 
provide a tiered level of involvement that addressed specific questions. This is an area 
that has been previously neglected in phenology based citizen science, yet it has great 
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A.1. Species selection from UKPN 
The UKPN holds data for a broad range of plant species and phenological events. Spring 
events were selected for this analysis because temperature’s role as a cue is better 
understood for spring rather than autumn events. I selected species with > 3500 
records and excluded taxa for which there were known issues associated with data 
collection. This included species with common cultivars (e.g., snowdrop and primrose) 
or easily confused alternative species. In addition to the flowering events, I selected 
first leafing events over first budburst to include in the analysis. First leaf dates were 
used because I have found this phenophase to be more straightforward to observe than 
first budburst, and preliminary analyses revealed that it was less subject to among 
recorder variance.  
 
A.2. Assessing the impact of spatial variation in population 
heterogeneity on Blat and Blon 
Although I do not have direct information on species population sizes, I can use the 
UKPN data to gain an insight into latitudinal and longitudinal clines in species 
abundances. For each species the latitudinal and longitudinal cline in the number of 
records will be a poor measure of change in abundance, as the number of records is 
greatly influenced by the density of recorders, which is greatest in the southeast of 
Britain and declines to the north and west. However, assuming that differences in the 
density of recorders are the same for all species, relative differences between species in 
the way their abundances change with latitude and/or longitude can be estimated. I 
estimated species-specific trends via a generalised linear mixed model, with the 
response variable as the number of records of each species per 5km grid cell, assuming 
Poisson family errors. Species, latitude, longitude and the interaction of species with 
latitude and longitude were included as fixed effects, and 150km grid cells as random 
effects. 
Latitudinal trends in estimated species abundances were most positive for larch, 
rowan, silver birch and sessile oak, and most negative for blackthorn, garlic mustard, 
hazel and pedunculate oak. Longitudinal trends in estimated species abundances were 
most positive for field maple, dogrose, pedunculate oak and silver birch, and most 




If latitudinal variation in population size leads to Blat underestimating B, across species 
this may give rise to a negative relationship between the absolute value of the species 
specific latitudinal abundance deviation and |Blat|. By the same token there should be a 
correlation between the deviations in longitudinal abundance trends |Blon|. I considered 
point estimates only, and excluded field maple and hazel as outliers from the latitudinal 
and longitudinal analysis, respectively. In both instances the correlation was weakly 




Table A1. Discussion of the validity of key theoretical (i-vi) and statistical (vii-ix) assumptions in estimating B and b from spatiotemporal data  
Assumption Comments 
i. The temperature cue that 
determines plasticity has 
been correctly identified. 
While the temperature sensitivity of plant phenology is often modelled using growing degree day mechanistic models (e.g. Chuine 
2000), here a reaction norm approach is adopted due to its amenability to linear statistical modelling and to facilitate comparisons 
with theoretical models of quantitative trait evolution (e.g. Chevin et al. 2010; Hadfield 2016). Where growing degree day and linear 
reaction norm approaches have been applied to the same datasets, insights into phenological cues and responses are similar 
(Phillimore et al. 2013; Roberts et al. 2015). Here a sliding-window approach is used to identify the window during which mean 
temperature best predicts phenology. It is possible that the window of thermal sensitivity varies geographically, and the phototemp 
model allows for a latitudinal cline in the window of temperature sensitivity. 
ii. The temperature cue that 
determines plasticity also 
determines the optimum (B).  
Where the environment of selection and development (the cue) are the same, these estimates of B will correspond to the optimal 
slope of phenology on temperature. If the correlation between the two environments is < 1, these estimates of B will correspond to 
the optimal phenological response to the environment of development, which is shallower than the optimal phenological response 
to the environment of selection (Tufto 2015). 
iii. The selected temperature 
variable is the sole 
determinant of the optimum. 
While temperature may have a direct effect on the optimum for a species, it is quite likely that some of its effect is indirect, via the 
phenology of interacting species (e.g., forest tree and understorey species competing for light in spring, or flowers competing to 
attract pollinators). If the identity of interacting species varies clinally then this may cause Blat or Blon to overestimate or 
underestimate B. Similarly, other environmental variables that vary geographically and affect phenology, such as precipitation, may 
lead to Blat or Blon overestimating or underestimating B. 
iv. Population density is 
constant in space 
Violation of this assumption is anticipated to lead to underestimation of B (García-Ramos & Kirkpatrick 1997). Atlas data reveals 
little present-day geographic heterogeneity across Britain in the abundance of larch, rowan, silver birch, field maple (although this 
species is absent from the north of Britain) and alder. However, horse chestnut, beech, pedunculate oak and ash all appear about 
twice as frequently in plots in the south of Britain than they do further north, whereas, sycamore has elevated abundance at mid-
latitudes (San-Miguel-Ayanz et al. 2016). If spatial heterogeneity in abundance leads to a severe underestimation of B across species 
one would expect to find a negative correlation between these estimates of |B| and the absolute change in abundance with 
latitude or longitude, which has not been found here (Appendix A.2). 
v. Migration is symmetric 
among populations. 
At the range limits migration will be from a single direction and migration load is expected to perturb such populations from the 
optimum (Hadfield 2016). To assess whether this impacts on estimation of B here, the residuals and 150km grid cell best linear 
unbiased predictors (BLUPs) were plotted as a function of latitude and longitude. These were visually inspected to see whether 
there was a tendency for values to depart from 0 at the latitudinal and longitudinal extremes. Such deviations in BLUPs were 




species Blat may be biased downward. Most species showed such departures in BLUPs over longitudes, implying that Blon will tend to 
be biased downward. 
vi. Populations are at 
migration-selection 
equilibrium. 
Violation of this assumption would cause Blat and Blon to be biased away from B towards b. Introduced species, such as horse 
chestnut, larch and sycamore, will violate this assumption. Whether the other remaining species obey this assumption is unknown, 
but short-lived species (e.g. garlic mustard) are likely to have had more generations over which to adapt. 
vii. The temporal slope of 
phenology regressed on 
temperature is attributable 
to mean population 
plasticity. 
Based on average Central England Temperatures for Feb – May (Parker et al. 1992), there has been little directional trend in UK 
spring temperatures over the period 1998 – 2014 (slope = -0.06 ± 0.03). For long-lived species, such as the focal tree and shrub 
species, the contribution of microevolution to the temporal slope is likely to be negligible. For these species the assumption that 
this slope is attributable to plasticity is also supported by similar estimates obtained for individual trees (Vitasse et al. 2010). Several 
of the focal species are short-lived perennials (e.g. herbs, grasses) and for these species the possibility cannot be discounted that 
microevolution contributes to the temporal slope and biases the estimate of b toward B. 
viii. Populations share the 
same plastic response. 
When the temporal slope is estimated separately for each 150km grid cell, little evidence is found for intraspecific geographic 
variation in plasticity (Fig. A2). Plasticity has also been found to vary little between sites for a sample of European trees (Vitasse et 
al. 2009b). 
ix. Observations are random 
samples from a population. 
The UKPN observations are of first dates in a population, which means that the individuals sampled have more negative intercepts 
than the population they are drawn from. The bias that this will generate is likely to depend on the ratio of within year/grid cell 
variance to between year/grid cell variance. First dates are also sensitive to sampling effort and species abundance and if either co-







Table A2. Parameters for the temp model estimated via MCMCglmm. Species listed in ascending order of mean phenology, * indicates species for which temp is the 





Forcing window  





Forcing window  
de-trended spatial 
slope – b  
(95% CIs) 
Forcing Blat slope  
(95% CIs) 
Forcing Blon slope  
(95% CIs) 
Forcing Blat – b  
slope difference  
(95% CIs) 
Forcing Blon – b  
slope difference 
(95% CIs) 






























Dogrose* 69 to 158 
-0.67  


















Table A3. Parameters for the phototemp model estimated via MCMCglmm. Species listed in ascending order of mean phenology, * indicates species for which 





































































































Horse chestnut* 53 to 98 58 to 103 618 46 -5.71 









































Rowan* 34 to 95 44 to 105 554 62 -1.95 















































































































































































Table A4. Parameters for the doubletemp model estimated via MCMCglmm for forcing window and “chilling” windows. Species listed in ascending order of mean 
phenology, CIs = credible intervals. Note that Blat, Blon and slope differences are not reported due to the issues of multicolinearity in the doubletemp model. 
Species Forcing window 
(ordinal days) 
Forcing window 





















































































































































Supplementary material for Chapters 4 and 5 
 
 



































































































































Figure C1. Sites monitored on the Scottish transect between Edinburgh and Dornoch. 
 
